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Numerous fires prompt warning
Safety
program
date is
changed
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
After responding Monday to four
fires in the city and county, both fire
departments are discouraging residents from burning anything
because of the recent dry, windy
weather conditions.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
responded to three fires within 2 la
hours Monday.
The first call was a brush fire on
Rowlett Trail at 10:14 a.m. CCFR
Chief Greg Cherry said four firefighters in two trucks responded and

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
A Kentucky State Police public education
program at Calloway County Middle School on
safety and students that may also cover juvenile
self-asphyxiation — also known as the "choking
game" — has been rescheduled, and a similar
program has been planned at Murray Middle
School.
David Dowdy, public relations coordinator
for the Calloway County district, said in a news
release Monday that the program previously
scheduled for 6 p.m. on Thursday will be
rescheduled until 6 p.m. Monday, March 19.
CCMS Principal Tawnya Hunter said the
meeting would also take place in the school's
gymnasium and not the media center.
Dowdy said the Lady Laker basketball team's
Saturday evening win in the Region One basketball tournament prompted a change in planning
because of a conflict in scheduling.
The district has also scheduled kindergarten
registration for 5-7 p.m. Thursday at North, East
and Southwest Calloway elementary schools.
That registration will go on as scheduled.
Dowdy said rescheduling of the important
student safety program would allow more community members interested in attending a
chance to participate without conflict.
During the presentation, a KSP official will
speak and answer Questions concerning the danger to youngsters of self- induced asphyxia; a
dangerous national trend that in 2005 resulted in
the death of 17 children with many more injured.
A similar program for CCMS students was
presented Monday with follow-up counseling
made available this week.
Meanwhile, Murray Middle School officials
have scheduled parent workshops and student
assemblies concerning the issue.
MMS Assistant Principal Chris Bowman said
this morning that workshops have been set for 6
p.m.on Thursday, March 29, at the school where
parents will be provided information concerning
the self-asphyxiation issue,as well as other safety topics such as Internet safety, anti-bullying
and general student safety issues in word and
print.
The workshops will be set up in three to four
locations inside the school including the cafeteria area.
Bowman said an assembly for students concerning the same issues has been scheduled for
April 2.
"We want to inform the parents and let them

Students and community
members will have a chance to
voice their concerns about campus safety during a forum later
this month.
A task force on campus safety that the governor's introduced earlier this year will hold
six forums, including one at
Murray State University.

AP
Kentucky state Sen. Tom Jensen, R-London, Chairman of the Agriculture and Natural Resources, presents
a mine safety bill in the Senate Chambers Monday in Frankfort, Ky.

Plenty unanswered in General Assembly
Monday, the last day before a sched- Without a change in law, there would
By JOE BIESK
uled two-week break. The General be a runoff election after the primary
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— A $28 Assembly was scheduled to return for if one candidate does not win at least
million appropriation for improve- two days on March 26 to consider any 40 percent of the vote.
Senate President David Williams,
ments to the Kentucky Horse Park of Gov. Ernie Fletcher's vetoes or
the top-ranking Republican in the
was left in the lurch Monday when deal with other legislative matters.
By law, the legislature may not GOP-controlled Senate, said he did
lawmakers adjourned without reaching an agreement on a number of work beyond March 30; however, not support the state paying for a
Fletcher has threatened to call law- runoff election. The Senate later
major construction projects.
The money was to be used to build makers back for a special session later approved a measure that would repeal
an outdoor stadium in preparation for this year. Fletcher wants legislators to the runoff and sent it back to the
the 2010 World Equestrian Games. A act on a Senate plan to overhaul the House for consideration.
In a separate proposal, the legislaproposal to dole out about $25 mil- state's pension system and a variety
ture cleared a variety of tax breaks for
lion in grants to help southern of other spending proposals.
While a bill raising the state's min- projects throughout the state, includKentucky communities deal with the
effects of lowering Lake Cumberland imum wage was headed to Fletcher ing the proposed $465 million
also was not settled when the legisla- for consideration, the fate of a num- Museum Plaza project along the
ture adjourned for a two-week break. ber of legislative proposals was still Louisville riverfront.
Fletcher said he was "very
"It's a precarious situation," said undecided.
For example, it was still uncertain pleased" by the tax incentive bill and
House Speaker Jody Richards. Dwhat lawmakers would do about a expected to sign it into law.
Bowling Green.
Both the House and Senate were possible runoff election following the
busy amid a flurry of activity May 22 gubernatorial primary. •See Page 2A

Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County School District
announced today that it will not have classes
Friday so that students,
families, and fans may
attend the Lady Lakers
Sixteen
Girls
Sweet
Basketball Tournament
game in Bowling Green.
The Lady Lakers, who
beat Marshall County 6463 in a double overtime contest Saturday
night. will play Thursday at 8 p.m. against
Montgomery County, winners of the 10th
Region, at E.A. Diddle Arena on the campus
of Western Kentucky University.
Classes will resume on Monday, March
19.
Also, a pep rally is planned for
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at CCHS.The community is invited.

Democrats hosting 'Meet the Candidates'
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Special to the Ledger
Most of the contenders in the May
Democratic pnmary will be represented in Calloway County on
Monday.
The Calloway Count Democratic
Party will host a "Meet The
Candidate" night at the Weaks
Community Center.
The $5 barbecue plate dinner will
start at 5 p.m.. with the candidates to
speak at 6 p.m.
All candidates for the Democratic

primary have been invited and most
will be in attendance, including those
running for governor, lieutenant governor, attorney general, secretary of
state and treasurer.
Gubernatorial candidates confirmed to attend include Steve Henry
and wife Heather and Jody Richards.
Lieutenant governor candidates will
include Iry Maze (running with
Jonathan Miller) and Dr. Dan
Mongiardo (running with Steve
Beshear).

Treasurer candidates confirmed to
attend include Mike Weaver, Todd
Wood.
Hollenbach and Jack
Additional confirmations are pending.
"We've had a great response from
candidates and are looking forward to
a great night for Kentucky
Democrats," Calloway County
Democrat Party chairman David
Ramey said.
For more information, contact
759-9905.

3-DAY FORECAST
Tonight Wednesday

The local forum will be from
1 mo9.pan. March 27 in Wrather
Auditorium.
Gail Minger, whose son
Michael died in the 1998 Hester
College fire at MSU,chairs the
task force, which is charged
with undertaking a comprehensive review of all aspects of
campus security policies and
practices.
The task force will recommend initiatives and legislation.
"We are holding these public
forums to give students, other
members of the campus communities, as well as interested
citizens, the opportunity to
share their concerns about campus safety issues with members
of the task force," Minger said
in a release from the
Environmental and Public
Protection Cabinet.
The forums are open to the
public.
In addition to Murray State.
the task force will hear concerns at the following locations:
—Big Sandy Community
College's
Technical
and
Prestonsburg campus from 7 to
9 p.m. today in the Gearheart
Auditorium.
—North
Kentucky
Otto
Budig
University's
Theater from 7 to 9 p.m.
Thursday.
—University of Louisville
from 7 to 9 p.m. March 20 in
Papa John Stadium's fifth floor
media room.
—Eastern
Kentucky
University's Posey Auditorium
from 7 to 9 p.m. March 22.
—Western
Kentucky
University's Carroll Knicely
Conference Center from 7 to 9
p.m. March 28.
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task force
to visit
Murray
Staff Report

Classes canceled
Friday for state
tournament trip
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reported at 12:45 p.m. on Radio Murray Fire Department assisted
Road. There an abandoned house CCFR.
Then at 12:59 p.m. Murray Fire
trailer was destroyed in a fire that
started when the owner was using a Department responded to a brush
fire on River Road. The wind picked
cutting torch, according to Cherry.
Five or six abandoned cars sitting up while someone there was burning
on the property, a back hoe and brush and the fire unintentionally
some other items were also burned. spread.
The blaze also threatened the occuMFD responded with 19 firepied residence on the property.
fighters and four trucks. They were
Nineteen firefighters in eight on the scene about an hour.
JudgeCounty
trucks responded to Radio Road.
Calloway
Sheriff's Executive Larry Elkins issued a
County
Calloway
Department, Kentucky Department
for Environmental Protection and •See Page 2A

Much left undone

•See Page 2A

INDEX

once they arrived the property
owner and a passerby had the blaze
under control.
Cherry said the fire started when
a piece of trashing burning in a barrel dropped out and burned a small
amount of land.
Then at 12:33 p.m., CCFR
responded to a fire that burned about
2 acres of woods on Wesley Drive.
CCFR sent five firefighters in two
trucks.The state forestry department
also assisted at the scene.
While Cherry was on his way to
Wesley Drive, another fire was
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II Numerous fires ...
one not to do any burning," •
Cherry said."And it is illegal to
notice Monday afternoon, burn until after 6."
Fire .
Likewise, Murray
reminding residents that in most
cases outdoor burning is prohib- Department isn't issuing any '
ited between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m. burn permits until it rains. To
until April 30. That time frame have a control burn within the
is set by the state's burn law in city limits at any time, residents
effect now and again in the fall. must obtain a permit from the
The notice encouraged peo- fire department and abide by
ple to observe the burning time any time and distance restricand use common sense until tions, such as the state burn law
in effect this time of the year.
weather conditions improve.
However, the liklihood of
Chief Cherry reminded people they could be cited for wet weather is pretty good.
There is a sizable chance of rain
improper bums.
"Hopefully it will rain, but through this week.
until that time, we urge every-

From Front

III Safety program ...
From Front

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
THOUGHT I'D TOP' IN!: Dan Bellamy gets inside an inflated balloon during entertainment he provided at an Upward
Basketball program awards ceremony Monday night at First United Methodist Church. Bellamy, of Texas, presented a testimony in which he made use of his balloon sculpting talents that included a cross, heart, dog and life-sized "dummy" of himself.
But seeing Bellamy inside a huge balloon was an amazing sight for many of the youngsters.

start talking to their children and get the dialogue going and then
bring the kids in on that (the following) Monday," she said. "We
will then offer counseling sessions throughout the week because it
will come out and the kids will be talking. That will take place all
week.Bowman said the MMS program for adults will focus primarily
on educating parents, but that the public is invited.
For more information about the programs, contact CCMS at 7627355 or MMS at 753-5125.

•Much left
From Front

Attention
Parents:
Registration for Calloway County Schools'
2007-2008 Primary 1 / Kindergarten Program
Children who will be five (5) years of age on or before
October 1,2007 are eligible to attend Calloway County's
full day Primary 1 / Kindergarten program.

A plan to spend $9 million at
Lexington's Blue Grass Airport
so it could capture a matching
federal grant to relocate the runway involved in the failed takeoff and crash of Comair Flight
5191 last summer, in which 49
people were killed, also cleared
the Senate. A similar proposal
had already cleared the House.
Williams said the Senate
inserted the extra spending in
hopes of avoiding a special legislative session that Fletcher has
warned he might convene. "If
we don't pass these things, the
governor is going to call us
back,- Williams said.
It was the second consecutive year lawmakers would
leave spending matters vulnerable to Gov. Ernie Fletcher's
veto. Williams, R-Burkesville,
blamed
the
Democrat-led
House.
"They did it last time because
some of their members wanted
to go to Disney World and they
did it this time because their
leadership lives at Disney
World.- Williams said.
Still, a plan to reinstate about
$170 million in projects. including millions at state universities
and colleges. that Fletcher
slashed froni the budget last
year remained in legislative
linibo.
Whether that would be
approved likely depended on the
fate of the Senate pension plan,
Williams said.
Democrats and Republicans
in the Senate approved a plan
last week in which the state
would sell more than $800 million in bonds to help out the
financially troubled state pension system. Without legislative
intervention. Williams has said,
the plan would likely go broke
by 2(122 — leaving the state
with a $2 billion annual pension
obligation.
Current employees and
retirees would not face any
changes in their pension benefits, but a key provision of the
Senate plan would limit future

• ••
employees' benefits. Instead of
receiving traditional pensions,
future employees would have a
"hybrid" plan that includes a
mixture of defined benefits and
investments.
Richards has said he favors
the bond issue but does not support changes in employee benefits. Fletcher. however, has said
he would call lawmakers into a
special session to deal with the
pension situation if no action is
taken during the session.
Richards said he thinks the
bill to restore funding for the
university projects was being
used as a bargaining chip by the
Senate. Richards said he doesn't
know whether the measure will
pass this session, even though
House and Senate leaders had
an agreement.
"We don't feel like we
should have to deal on it a second time,- Richards said.
Another high-profile proposal that remained unresolved was
legislation aimed at better protecting state social workers from
on-the-job dangers. House and
Senate lawmakers were trying
to resolve differences in the versions passed by each chamber.
The move stems from last
year's death of Henderson .
social worker Boni Frederick
who was stabbed and beaten
when she took an infant to his
mother's house for a visit last
October.
One sticking point appeared
to be House language to create
neutral locations for supervised
visits between birth parents and
their abused or neglected children.
Williams said such visitation :
centers would simply "create
more targets- among workers.
Richards said lawmakers
would to try to hammer out a
deal on the so-called "Boni
Nevertheless, Fletcher said
he thought there was enough
time on the legislative clock for
further agreement.
"I think it's not over till its
over,- Fletcher said.

Thursday,March 15,2007
9:00 am & 5:00-7:00 pm
School Cafeteria

Parents should bring the following items:
A copy of the state certified birth certificate
(Hospital birth(ertificate cannot be accepted
An up to

date Kentucky Certificate of Immunization
The student's Social Security card
An up-to-date Kentucky Physical

••••

dated prior to February 7 2007 cannot be accepted

An eye examination performed by an optometrist or
opthalmologist will be required by Jan. 1,2008

WWW.CALLOWAY.K 1 2.KY.0S

AP
Kentucky Rep Rick Nelson, D-Middlesboro, talks about a bill
in the House chamber in Frankfort, Ky.
IN=
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First Ky. mining death of 2007
occurs in Pike County
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A surface miner crushed by heavy
equipment became the first miner killed in Kentucky in 2007, a state
official said.
Chaties I. Griffith, 48, of Pikeville, was operating an excavator
Monday at a mine in the Steele community in eastern Pike County,
near the Kentucky-Virginia line, when the machine overturned,
killing him, said Chuck Wolfe, a spokesman for the Kentucky
Environmental and Public Protection Cabinet.
Griffith was working at Double E Augering Mine 3 when the
accident happened at about 4:10 p.m., Wolfe said. Double E.
Augering is based in Ashcamp.
The mine has been closed pending the outcome of an investigation, Wolfe said.
Sixteen miners in Kentucky were killed on the job in 2006. Five
of the deaths were from a single methane gas explosion in Harlan
County in May.

Minimum-wage increase
heads to governor
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Cara Prince is in line for a pay raise
under a measure that increases Kentucky's minimum wage.
House and Senate lawmakers approved the raise for more than
100,000 minimum-wage workers. The measure now goes to Gov.
Ernie Fletcher, who said he hasn't yet decided whether he will sign
it into law.
Prince, one of a group of Kentucky's lowest paid workers who
lobbied lawmakers to approve the raise, said she's hopeful the governor will do what she believes is the right thing.
"It would help people like me get a start out of poverty," Prince
said Monday. "It's not the best, but it's a start."
The measure was approved 93-5 in the House on Monday. The
Senate had passed the measure on a 33-1 vote last week.
Currently, the minimum wage in Kentucky is $5.15 an hour.
Under the proposal, it would increase to $5.85 when the legislation
takes effect, which would be three months after lawmakers adjourn,
$6.55 an hour in July 2008 and $7.25 an hour July I, 2009.

Photo provided :Murray High School Future Business Leaders of America iFBLA1 member were honored recently during regional competition
at Murray State University. Students honored included, above photo back row. Nolan Jackson. Jacob Bell. Katie DeCillo,
Caitlin Herrington, Cohn Capps, Wesley Huffer, Tucker Adams. Alan Manning Front/Middle- Will Kemp. Jared Rosa. Matthew
Parker, Amy McDowell, Patrick Hughes, Casey Parker-Bell, Meagan Pember. Luis Cignoni, Callie Wilson, Addey Gritto Emily
•••
Yancey, Haley Haverstock, Paul Gong, Chnstin Gong The group was joined by MHS Principal Teresa Speed

MHS FBLA has big day at regional

Staff Report
Murray High Future Business Leaders of
America(FBLA)recently competed with 23
other area schools in the FBLA regional
competition at Murray State University. A
finale ceremony was held in MSU's Lovett
Auditorium.
During the day-long event, each member
either participated in an individual or a
chapter event. The individual events are
held the day of competition and consist of
written tests, job interviews and applications, public or impromptu speaking, and
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP) — Two south-central Kentucky scholarship interviews. Students take the
police officers acted properly in the deaths of a fellow officer and a test or perform early in the day and the
results for the top three in each event are
man who was wielding a knife, a prosecutor said.
Bowling Green police officer David Whitson, 34, and Rojelio given. The top three recipients in each catGonzalez-Pacheco, 26, of Edmonton, were fatally shot Oct. 31. egory qualify for state (there are six regions
Whitson and two other officers, Be!don Parry and Eric Woodward, in the state), while the top three at state
responded that day when a woman reported a man brandishing a advance to nationals held this summer in
Chicago.
knife.
During the concluding ceremony,
The state police report said the agency's investigation into the
shootings had concluded and that Warren County Commonwealth's Matthew Parker, a MHS senior, was elected
Attorney Chris Cohron had written to state police saying the offi- the Region One President and will be a part
cers' actions were proper. Cohron's letter said his office would not of the FBLA State Executive Council. MHS
FBLA members also participated in Chapter
pursue the matter, police said.
Photo provided
Whitson and Pacheco were each struck once, state police Newsletter, Scrapbook and Name tag chap- Tucker Adams and Megan Pember, Region One recipients for Who's Who in FBLA,
Detective Mike May said. The shot recovered from Whitson was ter events prior to the regional competition. are pictured with Melissa Finklea
The following 2007 Murray High School
fired by Parry, and Pacheco was shot by Woodward, state police
FBLA Region One Winners were recog- Chapter Name Tag; Meagan Pember (sec- Speaking One finals. Melissa Finklea. direcsaid.
"It was a very volatile, very stressful and fluid situation, and nized for their efforts and will advance to ond)in Ms. Future Business Leader and also tor of marketing and business development
there was nothing the officers could do," May said. "It's very diffi- state competition Louisville May 8-10: a McCann Scholarship recipient for student with the Murray Bank. was recognized as a
Region One FBLA Business Person of the
cult to hit a running target. Officers have milliseconds to make deci- Callie Wilson, (second)-Accounting I; majoring in business at MSU.
Tucker Adams was named as the 2007 Year after being nominated by the MHS
0 Emily Yancey - (first)- Business
sions that could change someone's life."
Bowling Green Police Chief Doug Hawkins requested the state Communication; Alex Adams (third) Mr. Future Business Leader and a runner-up FBLA.
Amy McDowell, MHS FBLA advisor.
police investigation under routine policy. Hawkins declined to com- Introduction to Technology Concepts; Will recipient of the Smith Scholarship for stuKemp (first) Technology Concepts; Paul dents majoring in business. Adams and said she was extremely proud of this year's
ment Monday.
Gong (first) in Introduction to Business; Pember were also 'selected to represent group. "Our group performed exceedingly
Colin Capps (first)-Job Interview; Christin Region One for Who's Who in FBLA. MHS well this year at regionals." she said.
Gong (first) in Introduction to Business senior, Katie DeCillo advanced to Public "Overall, we progressed with more wins this
WINCHESTER, Ky.(AP) — The parents of a 10-year-old girl
Communications; Matthew Parker (first) in Speaking II finals and Caitlin Herrington. year than last year and I feel confident we
found dead were charged Monday in her death.
Chapter Scrapbook; Luis Cignoni (third) in MHS sophomore, advanced to Public will perform well at state level also."
Bond was set at $20,000 cash Monday morning for Patrick and
Joy Watkins. A preliminary hearing is scheudled for the couple on
March 20.
They were booked into the Clark County Detention Center on a
chargeof first-degree abuse. Their daughter, McCaylah Watkins,
MUMBAI, India (API — India to promote awareness the Girls," has traveled across for other people, but not dreams
was found dead in her home Sunday afternoon. Police said Patrick
Helping women to understand about HIV/AIDS.
the world to focus attention on for themselves: she said. -That
Watkins told them the girl fell down the stairs.
She met sex workers in HIV/AIDS.
is painful."
Investigators did not say what injuries the girl suffered, but said their rights is crucial in the fight
against HIV/AIDS. Ashley Judd Mumbai, India's financial and
Most women have "dreams
the couple gave inconsistent statements to officers.
Police say state social workers have been involved with the fam- said in an interview published entertainment capital. after her
Monday.
arrival Saturday. Aid workers
ily on previous occasions.
Grass-roots prevention pro- estimate there are at least I 0,0(X)
grams that target women work sex workers in Mumbai. formerwell, the 3f-year-old Hollywood ly known as Bombay.
actress told the Mumbai-based
"The empowerment of girls
c.•
DNA newspaper.
and women is an essential tool
WINCHESTER, Ky.(AP)— A central Kentucky man is charged
located on Rt. 1551 in Shiloh
Judd, who grew up in to preventing the HIV/AIDS
with first-degree wanton endangerment after his 2-year-old niece Kentucky, is representing emergency from exploding any
M March 17th•6-8 pm — March 18's • 10:30 am
was burned after falling into a pot of boiling water, police said.
Population
Services further," DNA quoted Judd as
ct
The Pastor & Congregation invite you lo come out and .or,inp .1rh us as
Mark A. Campbell, 31, of Winchester, was being held in the International, a Washington- saying.
we exalt our Lnrd & Sal lour Jew Christ
Clark County Jail on $10,000 bond. Police said his niece tripped on based nonprofit organization,
The actress, whose movies
an extension cord connected to a hot plate on the floor on Sunday during her weeklong visit to include "De-Lovely" and "Kiss
evening. Campbell was boiling potatoes on the hot plate and ran the
extension cord from outside because the electricity had been shut
Turn Your Tax Return Into
off in the apartment, said Winchester Police Sgt. Tony Kirk.
"He created an environment where the child could definitely get
4jet4o 7aiss +tome!
hurt and did," Kirk said.
The child suffered bums over her entire body and was transportCall
ALLIED
ed to the University of Kentucky Medical Center for treatment. Kirk
HOME MORTGAGE
'could not provide any information on the girl's parents on Monday.
CAPITAL CORPORATION

Police cleared in deaths
of officer, suspect

Parents booked in death of child

Actress Judd promoting women's rights to fight HIV/AIDS

ffr
'Sounds of Country gospel

Man charged after child falls into
boiling water

Christian Liberty Fellowship
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Henderson weighing new jail for
some inmates
HENDERSON, Ky.(AP) — A western Kentucky jailer is seeking funding for a 100-bed, stand alone "restricted custody center"
for inmates performing community service.
Henderson County Jailer Ron Herrington said the facility would
hold off a predicted deficit at the Henderson County Detention
Center by freeing up beds for state and federal prisoners, which produce revenue.
Herrington recommended the new jail to the Henderson Fiscal
Court, which is considering the proposal. If no new beds are added
and current trends continue, the Herrington said the jail will run a
$179,000 deficit for the fiscal year beginning July I, 2008.
That would represent a sharp turnaround for a jail that ended the
2005-2006 fiscal year $285,590 in the black and anticipates a
$110,000 cash balance at the end of this fiscal year. June 30.
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Maybe women
would do better
than men
-I do not beliete that women an' better than men. We
bate 1101 wrecked railroads. nor corrupted legislature, nor
m unholy things that men have done; but then we
done truv
-Jane
il
ve not had the (haer.mug remember that we have
Ltddarris woo-1935). mother of %mud work ond Nobel Peace
Prue Winner in /93/
Amairrig. in this year of 2007. that we are still having discussions about whether a woman can be president of the
1 lilted States. As if the achievements of Wen have set the bar
so high females could not possibly attain that ley el of excellence
One case in point is Kentucky politics,
where women are alarmingly under-represented. As the current session of our state legislature limps to a close, the men have left
much important work undone Though we
may soon be able to tin% e at 70 mph on
our highways. we have hit a speed bump
when it comes to pension reform for state
employees.
A pending $12 billion liability. which
obviously did not crop up overnight. may
Main Street require a special SeSS1011 because both
By Constance Democrats and Republicans are bickering
over solutions. House Speaker Jody Richards
Alexander
claims he understands the gravity ot the sitLocal
uation, hut he does not want to -rush- into
Columnist
a solution this year.
Senate President David Witham,' reriunder
to gubernatorial candidate Richards is a
nasty statement wondering why the speaker did not bring up
thus crucial issue "three or tour years ago.- according to an
article in Sunday's Courier-Journal,
It this were two women nattering hack and forth, it would
he dismissed as a cat fight, hut when it's two men it falls
into the category of "heated debate."
as explained by Sen. Williams. "By 2022 the retirement
system will he broke and the state could he in bankruptcy.why aren't we seeing some real problem soly ing' But V. Me
Richards proposes naming a blue ribbon committee to examine
the pension system's impending implosion, Williams dismisses
concerns of teachers' unions about the [mph...alums of reducing
benefits for future empli.sees
With only days left ot the session, it seems as it there is
little hope of anything happening. Meanwhile. the gosernor
threatens to convene a special session to deal with this limner.
with taxpayers footing the bill
politics. not
Which leads back to the dearth oi women
mention as decision-makers in business, education. etc.
Could w omen really do any worse than the men'
omen's History Month. art ippon ti nity to e stii1
March is
the achievements of W0/111.31 at h01111C and around the world.
Ii day brings former Prinie MiniStCr Ben.1/11" Muni, io the
Stun ay State I'ruy ersa ty campus Itrsi elec ted prime 111411%1C1
Pak Nan al age 35. Ms BhUllti hecan le the }otingest chief
executice (dicer in the is.odd and the first lemale pi-1111C minister in the Muslim world
In her talk. Ms Bhutto will IVA it her role as a
"Daughter of I kst my." and chronicle her plumey in an epic
ti slay
power struggle that ci
Ihe Women's Center at 5I51 has iigarnied a full plate of
mien.s III sit it y Sit ruth Ott hursday.
In tilL's 1111 honor ol
the Celebrate Women luncheon welt onies key note speaker
Jerry Sue Thornton, MSU Awn and plc-sick-1u of Cuyahoga
C.:immunity College in Ohio
open to students. faculty and the ,ttattauttit. the luncheon
vosts 512 each and will be held in the tams ( ewe' Ball111i1.4 he 111.1de
11.0111 Oil c WM/US RCSC1A d110,1% tor the lurichei
III ath.l111-C
the MSC Women Center ,a 2-11 SIlO I 411 or
is imensc criteria MUTT:1).441C Ckill
induding
ii MOW int urination in Women s
Ntaldi birth
an array of highlights f rum N.0111C11 hls1.4
dacs it notable women. log oil to the sit,. of Ow National
55 ,inen's History Project at is V.v.'mkt, ii
Reui Alain Street online ill tin ti 111111 5 11
r rile 1,155ir r I
(Awn tiv
r
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Ms the season for New Hampshire
Every tour years. when its
time to elect a president.
Amencims are reminded that
there still is a New Hampshire The Granite State's
lamed presidential pn
first in the nation since 1952.
is a circus of retail politics
and national media cos erage
that often produces surprising
results
To find out how things are
shaping up in New Hampshire, we called Joe McQuaid.
publisher ot the New Hampshire Union Leader of Manchester he consery ative
newspaper. the state's map It
media power despite a daily
circulation oh only about
60.1100, long has played an
at. like reportorial and editorial
role in the primaries. This
election. say s McQuaid, will
be till ditterent
Q Are you getting ready
for the in% asion or has it
already started'
already started. It
Amote. I
really iteser shops
sure that John McCain
was running for president
until I ins tied him up here
for a speech at a ..4..h0)(11 1.111
IIIVOI‘Cd With. This was I
think three days after the
2(X)4 general election' As he
talked I reahied. "S1), God.
he's running for president." I
think that's probably the earliest it's started, and nom, Its
lust nonstop. and my editor is
ieanng his remaining hair out
try ing to figure out how and
why we should cover all
these people in addition to
the regular news
Q. Do New Hampshire
residents dread this process
and all the national media
attention or do they embrace
'
A Oh. they embrace it
Pc.ople in New Hampshire are
quite proud ot the tact that
politicians come up here to
state their case. and New
Hampshire people get to talk
I, them and ask questions of
them. Actually. 1 think New
Ilampshire has a better voting
record in presidential primal-

ics than we
do in our
own state
elections.
Q: Is
there a
downside to
the primary?
A: No.
'T'here may
he fatigue
Newsmaker on the part
news
Interviews of
media up
Bill
By
here but
Steigerwald there is no
Syndicated
downside.
Columnist
For the
state, it
bongs in revenue and you
city. And the politicians and
the hangers-on come up here.
1 hope it elevates the level of
discourse. They get asked better questions --- the politicians
by rank-and-file people
do
m the state than they do by:
the news media
Q. Is The mon Leader
still the strong since of consery :rust]] ill our state!
A. Yeah. it's about the
only one. It always has been
Q: How would you
descnbe your brand of conwry an sin'? Can you further
define it" Is it Reaganesque?
'Tat tesque•'
A: Taft You mean Robert
'Litt' Or his old man'
Q- Either one
A. How old are you.'
Q: Robert Taft. He was a
good guy. He lost up there,
didn't he?
A: Yeah, he lost to Lawnbower. William Loeb, who
owned this paper for many
backed Robert Taft in
1952 and was furious when
Goy. Sherman Adams managed to get Eisenhower on
top. That was the first beauty.
contest. where names meant
something.
Back to your original question. I think we're certainly
in the Reagan mold - a
strong national defense. personal liberty and pro-life. 1
think the whole international
trade issue has become a

great concern to us. We supported Pat Buchanan in 1992
and 1996. We ended up in
20(10 with the lesser of the
evils: We backed Steve
Forbes rather than either Bush'
or McCain. I guess that's our
brand.
Q: Who will make the
decision about who the paper
will support - you or the
editorial staff?
A: It would be me.
Q: OK. so what do you
think of the conservative credentials of Messrs. Giuliani,
McCain and Romney?
A: Well. I don't think I'm
going to really get into that
yet. I want to .an more Of
all of them. Plus, there are I
guess practical reasons for
holding off. We're one of the
sponsors of some upcoming
debates. and 1 would like to
hear them all out. ... I would
just say that I am not overwhelmed with any of them at
the moment.
Q: The paper will endorse
someone at some point?
A: Yes.
Q: And it will be a
Republican? There's no
chance it'll be a Democrat?
A: Oh. we've backed
Democrats in the primary as
well as Republicans in the
primary before. We backed
Bill Bradley over Gore not
that long ago (in 20(X)). The
late William Loeb heartily
endorsed Mayor Sam Yorty of
Los Angeles (in 1972).
Q: Who's leading the
Democrats right now in the
polls in New Hampshire?
A: I don't keep track of
polls. 1 think it's a crock. My
editors and some of the
reporters love them and keep
putting them in the paper. I
keep telling them, "Don't play
'em up because right now it's
still a name-recognition thing."
If I had to guess who's leading in the New Hampshire
polls among the Democrats, I
would guess Barack °barna
would be on top.
Q: How about the Republicans?

A: On the Republican side,
I think the polls show Giuliani and McCain and then
Romney third. But again, 1
think they're going to have
boots on the ground and we
have these debates and when
people start paying more
attention I think that can
change.
Q: What's the typical New
Hampshire voter? How would
you describe voters' politics?
Are they necessarily more
knowledgeable or opinionated
or both?
A: Oh, I think that the
ones who vote are knowledgeable. Interestingly, under
party registration. the bluest
registration is "undeclared."
We call them "Independents"
and they outrank Republicans
and the Democrats are a
close third.
We, like much of the
country, just had a sea change
in 2006. We elected a New
Hampshire Legislature that is
Democrat in both houses for
the first time in like 100
years. But this is an open
primary. If you are an independent you can pick up
either ballot. Democrat or
Republican. It's always interesting to see who pitches to
what crowd. It's a little
tough on the candidates sometimes. That's why a guy like
McCain could win up here.
as he did in 2000 against
Bush, because independents
chose him. This time around,
they may be more interested
in the Democratic race and
choose one of those candidates. So it's tough to gauge.
Q: Do you think New
Hampshire is going to spring
another surprise this time?
A: I hope so, because I
hate to see just the huge
money and the star quality
of some of these people winning out over people who
make the most sense and
have the most ideas.
Bill Steigerwald is a
columnist at the Pittsburgh
Tribune-Review. E-mail Bill at
bsteigerwald@tribweb.com
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Murray Ledger & limes

Obituaries
Mrs. Joanne Hatcher

44D

Marvin Polivick

The funeral for Chester Marvin Polivick will be today (Tuesday)
A graveside service for Mrs. Joanne Hatcher will be Wednesday
.• at noon at the Murray Memorial Gardens. John Dale and Garry at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Milner & OR Funeral home. Paducah.
Evans will officiate. Pallbearers will be Jeremy Clark, Jacob Barry Downs and Cortez Merrell will officiate. Burial will follow in
the Roselawn Cemetery. Visitation is now at the
Garfinkel, Logan Miller, Steven Jones, Hank Hatcher and A.R.
funeral home. Expressions of sympathy may be made
Hatcher. Visitation will be at Imes-Miller Funeral Home from 5 to 9
to Frankfort Christian Academy, Attn.: Milcaela
p.m. today (Tuesday).
Webb, 1349 U.S. 42 IS, Frankfort, Ky., 40601.
Mrs. Hatcher, 71, Murray, died Sunday, March 11, 2007, at 4:05
Mr. Polivick, 78, Bardwell, died Saturday. March
a.m. at her home. A retired nurse at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, she was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ. 10, 2007, at 4:30 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah. He
Born Nov. 22, 1935, in Fishtale, Mont., she was the daughter of the served as a corporal in the United States Army, was a two-term
late Walter Hamilton and Geyer& Isakson Hamilton. Also preced- Carlisle County magistrate and was a member of Beech Grove
ing her in death were one sister, Bernice Kratz; two brothers, Ralph Baptist Church.
Born Oct. 7, 1928, he was the son of the late Clint Poliovick and
Hamilton and Art Hamilton; and one grandson, Christopher
Beatrice Munsell Rambo. Also preceding him in death were one
Edwards.
Survivors include two daughters, Ms. Tracy Stalls and fiance, brother, Bill Polivick, and two half brothers, James Rambo and
Kevin Farmer, Murray, and Mrs. Cheryl Clark and husband, Pete, Fonda Rambo.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marilyn Todd Polivick, to whom
Fancy Farm; one brother, Clayton Hamilton and wife, Carolyn.
had been married for 54 years; three daughters, Judy Franklin,
he
and
Lloyd,
husband,
and
Dorothy
Willie
Mrs.
sisters,
Wyoming;five
Mrs. Evie Goodger, all of California, Mrs. Oleafa Kirch and hus- Jennifer Polivick and Gayle Dawns, all of Bardwell; two sons,
band, Gerald, and Mrs. Jackie Hersrud, both of Montana, and Mrs. David Polivick, Olive Branch, Ill., and Dewayne Polivick, Murray;
Ruth Flanagan, Oregon; six grandchildren; eight great-grandchil- half brother, Charles Rambo, Mayfield; seven grandchildren: five
stepgrandchildren; nine stepgreat-grandchildren.
dren.

Edmund Lmmerer
Edmund Zimmerer, 86, Redbud Road, Dexter, died Monday.
March 12, 2007, at 9:55 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Sondra Shearouse
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Mrs. Sondra Shearouse, 59, Paducah, died Saturday, March 10,
2007, at 12:10 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A housewife and mother, she was a former
administrative assistant for the National Weather
Service. She was a member of Concord
Christian Center, where she taught the Rainbow
Class. She was raised and confirmed at St.
Matthew Lutheran Church. Her father, Elmore
S. Rouse, preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband,George(Skip)
Marion Shearouse IV; two daughters, Mrs.
Michelle Puckett Jenkins and husband, Todd,
NC.,and Ms. Heather Anne Puckett,
Greenville,
Shearouse
Jacksonville, Fla.; her mother, Mrs. Frances
Goodman Rouse. Paducah; one brother, William R. Rouse and wife,
Alice, Murray; two grandchldren, Lauren Jenkins and Nathan
Jenkins, Greenville.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Concord Christian
Center, Paducah. Rev. Robert Strong and Rev. Stephen Wood will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Maplelawn Park Cemetery.
Visitation will be at Milner and Orr Funeral Home,Paducah, after 5
p.m. today (Tuesday) and from noon to 2 p.m. Wednesday at the
Concord Christian Center. Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Hope Unlimited Family Care Center, 1101 Jefferson St., Paducah,
, Ky., 42091. Tributes may be left online at www.milnerandoff.com.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — in what's shaping up as a highGov. Ernie Fletcher's first cam- spending and potentially hardpaign commercial this year hitting race for the GOP nomicompares the investigation of nation for governor. Ryall said
his administration's hiring prac- Fletcher will continue to have a
tices to being confronted by "consistent presence on the au
schoolyard bullies and pro- waves."
Fletcher's challengers in the
claims that he never flinched
and
ultiMay 22 primary are Northup
mately won.
and Paducah businessman Billy
The 60Harper, who has been running
television ads for months.
second spot
Four years ago. Fletcher ran
debut in
today say
for governor promising to
"clean up the mess" in Frankfort
Fletcher
— a reference to scandals under
stayed
focused ou
Democratic administrations.
Now he's hoping to overhis job dur
Fletcher
come the legal problems threating the legal
ening his political career. His
turmoil
overshadowing much of his challengers insist he's been too
term. The ad boasts of a strong wounded politically to win
economy, a budget surplus, another term.
The governor was indicted
more roads and tax breaks durlast year on charges that he illeing the governor's tenure.
The message is that in spite gally rewarded political supportof "the most vicious negative ers with protected state jobs,
had been wounded, but didn't attacks, the governor worked The indictment was dismissed in
witness the initial shooting. through it all, kept his eye on the a deal with prosecutors, but a
Graber pleaded guilty to aggra- hall and continued to do his special grand jury later issued its
vated assault and was sentenced job," Fletcher campaign manag- findings in the case, saying
to nine months in a military jail. er Marty Ryall said Monday in Fletcher had approved a "widespread and coordinated plan" to
The soldiers had previously previewing the ad.
told investigators they were
Even before reaching the air- skirt state hiring laws.
Fletcher's commercial opens
given rules of engagement by waves. the ad drew quick criti3rd Brigade commander Col. cism from other campaigns. A by showing schoolyard bullies
Michael Steele to kill all mili- senior adviser to former five- shouting at a book-toting youth
tary-age men. Steele has denied term U.S. Rep. Anne Northup of who keeps his head up and
this, but invoked his right not to Louisville, one of Fletcher's walks through the group
testify during a previous hearing rivals in the Republican primary. unharmed -- an apparent retersaid the governor was trying to ence to the hiring probe. A narin Iraq.
day he
A judge ruled last week that "play the 'pity card" and called rator says, "Day after
because
flinch
didn't
took
it,
voters.
to
insult
an
it
Steele won't be forced testify.
"Since he has never taken fighting is not his way. But he
but defense attorneys could
for the transgres- got where he was going. He held
responsibility
cross-examine the witnesses
his his head high. So in his own
administration,
his
of
sions
about their understanding of
be.'The determined way, he won.should
theme
campaign
Steele's order. Gene Fidell, presRyall wouldn't say who the
buck doesn't stop here,—
ident of the National Institute of
Northup adviser Ted Jackson young bullies represent. "We'll
Military Justice, said it has
said. "He takes credit for every- leave that to the viewers' interbecome common in military tri- thing and responsibility for pretation,- he said.
als for soldiers to testify they nothing."
The ad later shows Fletcher
were just following orders or
Attorney General Greg at work in his Capitol office and
rules of engagement. But it's not Stumbo. whose office led the boasts of accomplishments on a
always an effective argument.
hiring probe, accused Fletcher's range of issues during his
"If an order is illegal or com- campaign of "rewriting history" tenure. Later, in another refermonly understood to be illegal, on the investigation. Stumbo is ence to the probe, the narrator
then it's not a defense that you running on a slate with Bruce says, "It's behind us now, and
acted in compliance of that Lunsford, one of seven guberna- Kentucky's a better place
order," Fidell said. "The fact torial candidates in
the because Ernie came out with hi.
head held high and Kentucky
that such an order was given Democratic primary.
doesn't necessarily get anyone
Fletcher has maintained the won.Harper. who was Fletcher's
off the hook."
investigation was politically
finance chairman in 2003, has
Girouard's family and friends motivated.
The Fletcher commercial will run TV ads since last (ktober to
in Sweetwater, Tenn., have rallied around the soldier, saying run for a week to 10 days on net- introduce himself to voters. The
the spots stressed his support tor
in
television
the allegations don't make sense work
for a highly trained Army Louisville, Lexington and education and opposition to
Ranger who had just begun a Bowling Green media markets pork spending and the slate
and on cable nearly everywhere alternative minimum tax on
promising military career.
businesses.
"He tried to teach all of his else in Kentucky. Ryall said.
The initial Fletcher ad comes
men everything he knew about
being a Ranger. just to prepare
them tOr what they were going
to go into,- his grandfather, Ron
Bentley, told The Associated
Press in an interview last month.
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Located at 4th & Sycamore, Murray, KY
Faughn Used Cars

Fletcher takes on
investigation in first
TV campaign ad

Tenn. soldier on trial;
accused of ordering
the murder of Iraqis

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.
(AP) — The question at the
heart of Staff Sgt. Ray
Girouard's murder trial is this:
Who ordered the killing of three
Iraqi captives?
Military prosecutors say it
was Girouard, a 24-year-old
squad leader who allegedly told
his soldiers to cut the detainees
free, kill them and then cover up
the crime by faking an insurgent
attack.
Girouard denies giving such
an order and has pleaded not
guilty to murder charges. His
trial was expected to start today
at Fort Campbell.
Girouard is the last and most
senior soldier from the 101st
Airborne Division to face trial
for the killings May 9 during a
raid on a suspected insurgent
Mrs. Violet Taylor
The funeral for Mrs. Violet Taylor was Monday at 11 a.m. in the camp outside of Samarra, Iraq.
Two other soldiers charged
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Fr. Mike
Williams and Rev. Mike James officiated. Oneida White was organ- with murder in the incident —
Spc. William B. Hunsaker and
ist and soloist. Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery.
Corey Clagett — pleaded
Pfc.
March
Saturday,
died
Murray,
Place,
Glendale
75,
Taylor,
Mrs.
10, 2007, at 2;20 a.m. at ht'residence. She hadbeen a'hospital vol- guilty, cooperated with prosecuunteer and had been active in other community activities. Her hus- tors and were sentenced to 18
band, Homer E. Taylor, died April I, 2006. Born Aug. 8, 1931, in years in military prison.
During their trials, both men
Chicago,
she was the daughter of the late John Vido Bortulin
said Girouard ordered the
and Anna Violet Kopatich Bortulin.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Dina Gutschick, Joliet, killings.
"Staff Sgt. Girouard gave no
III., and Mrs. Susan Partynski and husband, Phillip, Bolingbrook,
Ill.; one sister. Mrs. Joanna Heman and husband, Richard. Murray; such order," said Anita Gorecki.
Girouard's defense attorney.
six grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
"During their trials in which
Alfred Eldridge
they pled guilty, (Hunsaker and
The funeral for Alfred Eldridge will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in Clagett) made statements which
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev. David can only be labeled as fascinatCunningham will officiate.
ing."
Pallbearers will be Jason Black, Harold Hill, Gary Ramsey, Mike
Hunsaker also testified that
Eldridge, Bob Fry, Will Free, Terry McKinney and Jerry Eldridge, Girouard cut him on the face and
active; James Ed Eldridge, Ronnie Hill, Larry Eldridge, Mike and arm to make it appear there was
Mary Erickson, Joe and Nancy Brandon, Jack Brandon, Kelly a struggle after Hunsaker and
Colson and Kelly and Belinda Stevens, honorary. Burial will follow Clagett killed the detainees.
in the Temple Hill Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home Another soldier, Spc. Juston R.
after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Graber, testified that he shot one
Mr. Eldridge, 76. Mayfield Lane. Almo,died Saturday. March 10, of the dying detainees after they
2007, at 10:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A life long farmer, he was of Baptist faith. Born March 25, 1930,
in Almo, he was the son of the late James Edward Eldridge and
Eulala Donelson Eldridge. Also preceding him in death were one
sister, Louise Hill, and three brothers, Eddie Eldridge, Clifton
Eldridge and Damon Howard Eldridge.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Sheila Chambers and husband, Joe Ben,Tri City. and Rhonda Eldridge. Fannington; one son,
Greg Eldridge and wife, Vicki. Almo: three sisters, Mrs. Dean
McKinney, Murray, Mrs. Mary Hensler, Almo. and Mrs. Goldie
Kirksey, Metropolis, Ill.; one brother, William Dee Eldridge and
wife, Fronie. Murray; eight grandchildren, Greg Villanueva, Alberto
Villanueva and wife. Tara. April Black, Nakeisha Koepp, Tanner
Chambers, VaRhonda Hicks, Sheila Nasha Chambers and Kayla
Chambers; seven great-grandchildren, Taylor Black, Tori Black.
Alyssa Villanueva. Alden Villanueva, Alberto Villanueva III,
KyLeigh Hicks and Kelton Koepp.

A private family service for Earl K. Timmons will be conducted.
Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield is in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Timmons, 74, Murray, formerly of Mayfield,
s
died Saturday. March 10, 2007, at 9:15 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He had been a member of the Air Force. Preceding
him in death were his parents, Herbert C. and Millie
Faye Bynum Timmons., one brother, Clifton Timmons; and two sisters, Emily Bennett and Charlene Brewer.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Linda Kay King and husband, Jim, Pittsboro, N.C.. Mrs. Julie Ann Skinner and husband.
Mark. Mayfield. and Mrs. Stacey Leigh McDonald and husband, Dr
Matt, Louisville; one brother, Joe G. Timmons, Charleston, S.C.; 10
grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.
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4f STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Janes fad. Avg. —12291.11• 58.8
Air Products.........----74.30.0.50
—.37.14 + 0.011
AT&T,Inc
BB&T
Briggs & Stratton --......2&17 - 037
Bristol Myers Squibb ...27.23 -0.13
Caterpillar,.,,.,....
Chevron Texaco Corp 69.04 + 0.21
Daimler Chryskr -----70.09 -0.15
Dean Foods..,,..,.,..,,,...,.,, ,46.0I - 0.31
1-Ax(m-Mobd --....- 71.05+ 0.18
-0.01
Ford Motor
General Electric........ 34.2I • 0.13
- 038
1;eneral Motors
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Regions Financial
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Pep Rally will be Wednesday
for CCHS Lady Lakers

Horsing around in 4-H
A busy season for 4-H
tth horses
is Just droUnd the corner. We
have youth preparing for a
satiety ol opportunities
There are
applications
available
tor Horse
Camp. District Horse
Show and

tuth 111%01‘ed

Forms to
designate a
certain
horse tor
4-11 ComBy
petition
Gamy Harper All these
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are due April 6.

On June 3, the District
Horse Show will occur at
the Expo Center. Applications
are also available for this
event. It a 4-H youth wishes
to lease a horse those applications are also at the
Extension Office.

Upcoming Calloway
County 4-H Events:
-- Geology 1 is meeting
on March 13, 20. 27 from

1:30 to 445 p.m at the
Extension Office.
4-11 DOg Club is
meeting on March 17 from
1 to 3 p.m. at Wildwood
Shooting Sports Hunter
Safety Course is available on
March 15 and 16 from 6 to
P fil at the Expo and
March17 at the lair grounds
from 9 am to 1 p rn. Call
Michele Sanders tor more
details.
4-11 Lit,estock Judging
and Skillathon leam practice
tin March 12 and 26 from 6
Ii. 7 p.fil

Photo provided

STUDENT OF THE WEEK: Sara Dick, senior at Calloway
County High School, has been chosen Student of the Week
by Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors and WNBS AM Radio.
Pictured from left are Dana Stonecipher, health teacher,
CCHS; Dick, and Rebecca Landolt, Realtor.

Registration for Michael Conley's P3 & P4 "MES Weather
Watchers" class will be Wednesday from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
and Thursday from 7:30 to 9 a.m. at the Murray Board of
Education, 208 South 13th Si,

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday at 3:45 p.m. in the media center.

Relay for Life team plans promotion

Photo provided

CAPITAL PAGE: Luke Welch, son of Mark and Karen Welch
and student at Murray High School, was a page for Senator
Ken Winters (FI- Murray) on March 6, at the state capital in
Frankfort.

Announcemenls
Madelyn Grace Myers
Mr and %Its John Myers tit Murray are the parents of a
daughter. Madelyn Grace Myers, 110111 In Monday, March 5,
2007, at S 2 p m at Murray -Calloway County Hospital.
he baby weighed 7 pounds 2 ounces and measured 19 1/4
inches
is the lormei Beth Button.
Grandparents are Al and Sue Myers of Louis% ill,,' and Ken
and Sandy Button id m iddichun,. Vi
ThC

inOt he

Gabryela Elaine Lopez
Mi key Lope, and Brandi Patterson ot Sedalia are the parents il a daughter. Gabryela Elaine Lope/. born tin Saturday.
Marc h ;. 2007. at Murray -Calloway County Hospital
Hie baby weighed 7 pounds III ounces and measured 20
inches A sister is Mersadies Lope/
Grandparents are Katherine and feddy Garland and Michael
and Julie Lope/. all ot Sedalia. and Patricia Thornton id Murray

Kaylee Brooke Morris
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We carry the complete Bumble and bumble product line
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TOPS to meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Club will meet
Thursday at 5:15 in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
The meeting is open to the public. For information call Marge
Andrews at 753-7732.

Home Department will meet
Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 1:30 p.m at the club house.

Lighthouse Clothes Closet open
Clothes Closet at Lighthouse Missionary Baptist Church is
open every Thursday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. For more information call 437-4588.

The Murray Bank is now accepting reservations for travel
to the Southern Women's show at Nashville. Tenn., on April
12. All members are welcome to attend and invite a guest.
Contact Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail bsykes@athemurray bank.com.
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Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will meet
today at 4:30 in the board room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Kerry Lambert of Pastoral Care will speak about
"Pacing Yourself During Care Giving." For more information
call Cindy Ragsdale. L.S.W. at 762-1108.
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East Elementary plans SBDM election

I..ra Re, a NIstr.i.s.
A. HI. hard Blahs. A ii

East Elementary School will hold its School Based Decision Making (SBDM) election today.. The purpose will be to
elect two parent representatives to the SBDM Council. Parents
or legal guardians of students enrolled for the 2007-08 school
year May vote from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the school's front
office. Votes may also be cast from 5 to 6 p.m. at the PTA
meeting that evening. There will be no absentee ballots accepted. Each one must vote in person.
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Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472014.

Good Life plans trip to show

It. t'it

'v....It

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet Thursday at 5:30 in the classroom of Murray-Callloway County Hospital Center for Health & Wellness. The program on "Game
Night- will be games to stimulate your brain. For information
contact Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

A great -grandmt ither is Sadie
Morgan nit Mt Vernon. III

Natalie I Liv
& is I. I 551111.1111',

I

Twin Lakes Region, Antique Automobile Club of America
will have its monthly dinner meeting Thursday at 6 p.m. at
Majestic Steak House, Draffenville. The club is open to anyone with an interest in antique asitinnobiles and visitors are
always welcome. For more information contact Howard Brandon at 753-4389 or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

Stroke/Brain Injury Group to meet
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Twin Lakes car club will meet

Grandparents are
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The Climate Committee of the Murray Elementary School
Based Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday at 3
p.m. in the school library.

Hazel Woman's Club will have its annual foreign dish supper Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the Hazel Community Center.
Lauraene Zaporzhet will be the speaker and Elaine Paschall
will give the devotion. Hostesses will be Marylin Liddle and
Nancy Overbey.
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Relay for Life team of Money Talks will have a rebate
night at Mr. Gatti's Wednesday from 5 to 8 p.m. Customers
are asked to tell the cashier they are there for the team.

and March 29 at East EleMenlan, Additional volunteers are needed each day.
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Calloway County Middle School Based Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday at 3:3 .m. in the media center.

MES plans enrichment class

On Science Learning in our
Community trom March 15
at Murray Elementary .
Mart. h 16 at Southwest.
March 28 at Murray Middle
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Kenlake State Park Ladies golf League will start playing
golf again on Wednesday at 10 a.m. at the Hamrick Memorial Golf Course at the park. Ladies of any age or skill level
who wish to play golf are welcome to come and join the
group. For more information call Ina Horton at 1-270-354-

Center tor Science and
Industry. Soil Conservation

The Callowat County
Coirperato-e Extension Sel1 it it open tionda% throukh
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Kenlake Ladies will play golf

- Dusty Spurs 4-II Si.
Patrick'. Day Dance March
17 from 7 to 10 p.m.. $5
tot couples $; tor individuals. no drugs or alcohol
allowed on premises. Parent,
no. tied tree.

Volunteers are needed f
7a m
p.m. If you can
help. give me a call.
K tutting will meet second and fourth Mondays at
the Extension Office from
; 411 n 4'
p iii

A pep rally to send off the Calloway
County High School Lady Lakers Basketball Team will be Wednesday from 9:30 to
10:30 a.m. in the school gym.
The Lady Lakers won 64 to 63 over
Marshall County Lady Marshals to become
champions of the First Regional High School
Basketball Tournament at the Murray State
University Regional Special Events Center
on Saturday.
The Lady Lakers will play Montgomery
Jo's
County Lady Trojans Thursday at 8 p.m.
Datebook at Diddle Arena at Western Kentucky State
By Jo Burkeen
University, Bowling Green.
Community
A special invitation is extended to all
Editor
former Lady Laker players and to the general public.
Congratulations to the Lady Lakers, Coach Scott Shills
and the entire crew!
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Rayann Butterworth • Gary Murdock • Angela Paschall

10 2

Lindsey White • Lacy Moms

Murray Middle School Site Based Decision Making Council Parent Elections are being held in the School office. Parents and guardians may vote through Friday during the hours
of 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. An extended hour election will be held
in the media center on Thursday from 5 to 7 p.m.
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ACADEMIC TEAM: Pictured above, kneeling (L to R): Emily
Wood, Marlee Barrett, Anna Buhler, Mark Tyler, Josh Betts, Dillon
Housden; sitting (L to R): Cody Bergman, Hudson Elliott, Landon
Fike, Tyler Stone, Logan Palmer; and standing (L to R): Principal
Margaret Cook, Coach Susan Earheart, Elizabeth Chadwick,
Destiny Wendling. Justin Wilhelm, Alex Gullixson, Kaitlyn
Burkeen; Coach Vicki Pierce and FPS Coach Jenny McCafferty.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

FUTURE PROBLEM SOLVING: Pictured above is the Future
Problem Solving Team which took first place at district competition. They are (L to R): Elizabeth Chadwick, Emily Wood, Coach
Jenny McCafferty, Anna Buhler, Josh Betts.

QUICK RECALL: Pictured above is the Quick Recall Team First
Place winner. They are: Sitting (L to R) Mark Tyler, Landon Fike,
Tyler Stone, Hudson Elliott; Standing (L to R) Destiny Wendling,
Kaitlyn Burkeen, Dillon Housden.

MEDAL WINNERS: Pictured above are the Medal Winners of
Written Tests. They are (L to R) Sitting: Mark Tyler, 1st Arts &
Humanities, 3rd Language Arts. 1st Quick Recall; Landon Fike,
1st Science. 1st Math. 1st Quick Recall; Cody Bergman, 2nd
Place Composition and 2nd Place Math; Hudson Elliott, 4th
Math, 5th Science and 1st Quick Recall; Standing (L to R): Logan
Palmer. 4th Place Science; Alex Gullixson, 4th Place Arts &
Humanities; Emily Wood. 4th Place Composition; Elizabeth
Chadwick 3rd Place Social Studies.

ATHENA FESTIVAL: The Murray State University Department of Music recently held a "Meet the Composer'concert featuring Patsy
Ford Simms. The four-day event at MSU's Lovett Auditorium highlighted women composers. During the Simms concert, members
of the Murray Elementary School second grade choir performed under the direction of Kim Black (standing), along with members of
the Calloway County Middle School Choir, under the direction of Leslie McManus (at piano). The MSU Chorale, under the direction
of Amy Aucoin, also performed. Simms was first published in 1981 and has written more than 300 choral compositions, musicals and
arrangements for the educational and church markets with several leading publishing companies, it was reported.

FIRST PLACE: Shame Showdown: Andrew Sweeney. Tyle
Smith and Aisha Fields.

SECOND PLACE: Let's Get Physical: Matthew Hale. Daniel
Whitworth and Ashley Callihan.

THIRD PLACE: Evaporating Colored Water: Bailey Kennedy.
Shelby Thompson and Kris Robinson.

GRAND PRIZE: Help From A Dummy: A.J. Pittman, McKinsey
Speight and Canon Clere.
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times Photos

SCIENCE NIGHT WINNERS: Prizes were recently awarded at the Murray Middle School's fourth grade Family Science Night.
Murray State University practicum students conducted science activities in the cafeteria and all boards were judged by outside
sources. Science teachers are Joan Hayman, Megan Jones and Stacy Wortham.

GOVERNOR'S CUP WINNERS: The North Calloway
Elementary Academic Team recetly took first place at the District
Governor's Cup Competition. Other schools in the district include
Murray, Southwest, and East. The teams are pictured above.
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
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A SPECIAL GUEST: Third grade Southwest Elementary School
students listen to WWII veteran Beck Wilson talk about different
medals that he earned dunng the war.
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Former P.M. of Pakistan Bhutto
,
to address Murray State tonight
MSU News Bureau

AP

Michael Stipe, left of R E.M. Keith Richards of The Rolling Stones and Patti Smith perform on
stage at the Rock 8. Roll Hall of Fame at the induction ceremony in New York City, Monday.

HOF welcomes Van Halen, R.E.M.,
Ronettes, Grandmaster Flash, Smith
By NEKESA MUMBI

MOODY
AP Music Writer
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Benazir Bhutto, former
prime minister of Pakistan,
shares her story of democracy
and deposal around the world,
continuing her struggle to bring
freedom to the people of her
country. Bhutto will share that
tale
with
Murray
State
University as the world leader
chosen to speak at third annual Presidential Lecture Series.
Bhutto is a "Daughter of
Destiny" and will speak on that
topic tonight at 7 in Lovett
Auditorium on the MSU campus. Sponsored
by
the
Presidential Lecture Series, the
Student
Government
Association and the MSU
Foundation, the lecture is free
and the public is encouraged to
attend, along with MSU students, faculty and staff.
"This is an important campus

event," said Dr. Randy Dunn,
president.
"The
MSU
Presidential Lecture Series has
brought leaders to Murray State
who have made significant
changes in the world. With
Prime Minister Bhutto's acceptance of our invitation, that is
certainly true once again."
In her book, "Daughter of
Destiny," Benazir
Bhutto
describes herself as a woman
raised in a conservative society.
She brings readers into a fascinating world of sacrifices and
triumph, from the assassination
of her father to witnessing the
citizens of a poor Third World
country exercising the right to
vote.
Bhutto holds the distinction
of being the youngest popularly
elected chief executive officer in
the world and the first female
prime minister in the Muslim

world, an office she has held
twice.
As prime minister, she faced
the challenges of governing
poor, politically fractious anti
ethnically diverse nation. Bhutto
moved to restore the civil liberties and political freedom.
She continues to speak dor'',
quently and passionately abotit:,
0
the need for basic democratiC,,
freedoms for the people
Pakistan, including freedom oc.
the press, economic stability an
gender equality.
"Along with sharing her drii:
matic story of democracy, Ms.
Bhutto will also speak about our .
need to better understand Islam
and the Muslim world as politi=..
cal power struggles play out in
all corners of the globe," Dunn
noted. "1 encourage everyone to.
attend the lecture given by thilif:
remarkable woman."
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hits as "Jump" and "Panama,"
with the band, boycotted in a
dispute over what song he
would sing.
The only two who were present were Sammy Hagar and
bassist Michael Anthony. Velvet
Resolver performed two of the
band's hits before Hagar and
Anthony performed with the
night's house band. led by Paul
Shatter.
There was a happy reunion,
though, for REM.,as they welcomed back drummer Bill
Berry. who left the band in 1997
alter suffering an aneurysm
onstage two years earlier.
Out of Athens, Ga.. R.E.M.
largely invented the college
radio scene in the 19/40s with
songs like "Radio Free Europe."
They became mainstream stars
with hits like "Losing My
Religion."
With Jewelry dangling from
his hair, a mustachioed Keith
Richards inducted the Ronettes.
the New- York City girl group
who sang pop symphonies like
"Be My Baby" and "Baby I
Love You." He recalled hearing
them the first time on a tour
together in England.
GREG TRAVISiLeJger a Times
"They could sing all their DONUTS WITH DAD: Calloway County's East Elementary School hosted a "Donuts With
way right through a wall of Dad" breakfast Thursday morning at the
school. The event gave fathers an opportunity to
sound:14W ,ipiek "They didn't Spendlithe
with their dilldrigilgror to the beginning of the school day. The school also hosts
need anything. They touched
ins heart right there and then a 'Muffins With Moms." Pictured above, kindergarten student Brett Garner spends time with
his father. Chess Garner, during the event.
and they touch it still.-
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the rappers got perhaps
the most resersed ,ts anon of the
night. with an almost lukewarm
response to their somewhat hapIhriard medic!. performante
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add it'd
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biggest hit. "Betause the
Night to written with Bruce
Npringsieen, arid the Rolling
Stone.
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he absent e of mtisi of \,'arl
Ilalcii s founding members was
downright sour Eddie ‘an
Haien. who went to rehab Loa
week. was no-shoss. as was his
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1).o. id Lee Roth. who sung such
he'. ii
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Not NCAAs, but MSU going to NIT
LADY RACERS OPEN NIT PLAY
BY DRAWING ARKANSAS STATE
By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State Lady Racers will open play in the
Women's National Invitation
Tournament on Thursday at
Arkansas State.
Tip-off time was scheduled
to be announced later today.
Murray State (21-9) earned
an automatic berth in the NIT
after finishing in second place
in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Arkansas State (20-10), meanwhile, earned an at-large berth
after beating Western Kentucky

ryone to.
by thifif:
..••

B

Women's NIT

Joi Fefton

coached
MSU to an

Now St n.Ailment&

21-9 record
(15-5 in the
OVC)this
season.

in the quarterfinal round of the
Sun Belt Conference Tournament
before falling to eventual champion Louisiana-Lafayette in the
Felton
semifinals:
CollegeRPI.com rating of 72
The Lady Indians finished (MSU's is 117).
in fourth place in the Sun Belt's
The winner of the MSUseven-team West Division with ASU game will advance to play
an 11-7 league mark. ASU beat at Wisconsin in the second
ULL twice during the regular round, which will be played
season, and beat Oklahoma State March 16-19. Wisconsin earned
80-73 in Jonesboro. Ark., on a first-round bye.
Dec. 9. Arkansas State has a
"It is a honor and a pnviSagarin rating of 80 (Murray lege to play in any post-season
State's
144)
and
is

A. A

When: Thursday
tournament," said MSU head
coach Joi Felton. "We are excited about this opportunity, and
will compete to the best of our
ability."
Murray State's only previous postseason experience came
in 1989, when the Lady Racers became the first team from
the OVC to take part in the
Women's NIT — an eight-team
tournament held in Amarillo,
Texas. MSU finished in fourth
place, winning the first-round
game and falling in the next
two.

PADUCAH TILGHMAN 64, CALLOWAY COUNTY 56

Washed Out
MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
Beth Ross, left, jumps into the arms of teammate
Rachel Adams in the closing seconds of Saturday's
First Region finale, in which the Lady Lakers won 6463 over Marshall County in double OT.
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'We ARE
going
to Diddle!'
ROSSI WORDS RING TRUE AS
LADY LAKERS HEAD TO
BOWLING GREEN
:By MICHAEL DANN
:Sports Writer
:Beth Ross does not own
tarot cards, and she doesn't
harve a crystal ball. She's not
even sure if she has a magic
:But somehow she has a
krrack for premonition.
:Running down the hallway at the Regional Special
Events Center on Friday night
— like a little girl going to
the Christmas tree — all Ross
could say was, "We're going
to Diddle."
• Wait, though.
Friday
night's celebration was about

1
----

the Lady Lakers' semifinal
win over Paducah Tilghman.
Neighboring Marshall County still stood in between Calloway County and the state
tournament in Bowling Green.
Ross, the lone senior on
this year's Lady Laker squad.
admits she is very superstitious — probably the most
of anyone on the team.
When asked to recall what
all she does before a game.
Ross' to-do list was about
as lengthy as a Chicago phone
directory: Wear hair the same
way. Get ready the same way.
•See ROSS, 2B

Girls' Sweet 16
field wide open
ning because it knocked off
Lexington Catholic 72-68 a
week earlier in the 43rd Disi,EXCATH
trict final, after losing to the
Lady Knights twice (88-82
P XVES WAY FOR on
Dec. 7 and 81-75 on Jan.
9) during regular-season play.
NEW CHAMP
Since that last defeat, Lexington Christian (30-3) has
By BOB WHITE
Special to The Associated won 19 straight games and
will make its state tournaPtess
:When the Girls' Sweet 16 ment debut against 2nd Region
state baskeball tournament champion Henderson County
oØeni Wednesday at E.A.Did- (21-7) Thursday night.
"If Lexington Catholic had
dle Arena in Bowling Green,
there will be no overwhelm- made it there, they would
int favorite, thanks to upstart have been a clear favorite,"
said Muhlenberg North coach
Lexington Christian.
Mike Harper. who guided the
ended
Eagles
:The Lady
Ldxington Catholic's two-year school to its seventh 3rd
reign as champion with a 68- Region crown in eight years.
6Q victory in the llth Region 'This makes the tournament
final, thereby earning their first itself more wide open. You
can't put your finger on one
trip to state.
:Lexington Christian's vic- team. It's made for a very
tory was all the more stunII See SWEET,2B

DEPATURE OF

SCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Times
Calloway County's Eric Berberich (10) drives to the basket against Paducah Tilghman's Jeffrey Williams (10) dunng
the first half of Monday's First Region Tournament semifinal game at the RSEC. Berberich scored 10 points on 5-of11 shooting, but it wasn't enough as the Lakers' fell to the Blue Tornado 64-56.

TORNADO TAKES OUT LAKERS IN FIRST REGION SEMIS
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
For all but about five minutes on Monday night, it appeared as though the Calloway County Lakers would have a chance
to join their counterparts on the girls' side
in the state tournament.
But the waning minutes of its semifinal-round matchup with Paducah Tilghman
in the boys' First Region Tournament
assured Calloway of no 2003 repeat, when
both of its teams earned trips to the Sweet
16.
Tilghman point guard Eric Hutcherson
made sure there would be no case of deja
vu for Laker fans, scoring all but four of
his 12 points in the final 4:50 to help the
Blue Tornado rally past CCHS 64-56 at
the Regional Special Events Center.
Awaiting Tilghman in tonight's 7 o'clock
region final is Fourth District champion
Marshall County. which slipped past St.
Mary 41-38 in Monday's other semifinal.
The Blue Tornado (24-7), which trailed
by five (50-45) with 5:21 to play, earned
its berth in the finale- by taking advantage
of the suddenly cOld-shooting Lakers, who
failed to score on eight of nine possessions down the stretch against Tilghman's
pressure defense.
Building off that defensive presence,
the Blue Tornado outscored Calloway 162 in the final five minutes.
"Give them credit. They made tough
shot after tough shot," said Calloway County head coach Terry Birdsong. "Every time
we'd get up three or four points, they'd
come down and go inside and score.

"We were up five, and we stalled. We
had opportunities to keep pushing the lead
up, but we couldn't do it. I thought if we
could have gotten up seven or eight, they
would have self-destructed a little bit. But
we never could do it,- he added.
In an early December meeting between
the two teams at Jeffrey Gymnasium. Tilghman struggled mightily against the Lakers' zone defense, trailing by double digits for most of the contest before succumbing by a 63-56 final.
Blue Tornado head coach Brad Stieg
said his squad's ability to adjust to Calloway's defensive scheme was a key in
helping it turn the tables on the Lakers
this time.
"We tried to make sure we were ready
for the zone," he explained. "Earlier in
the year, we had several guys coming back
from (playing) football, so we didn't have
a lot of practice time against their zone.
That just killed us in that game. We missed
shots and didn't attack it. But I thought
we did a much better job this time."
Capitalizing off its athletic advantage.
Tilghman opened as much as a five-point
lead on two occasions in the first quarter
before settling for a 22-19 lead heading
into the second period.
But the Lakers (22-10) managed to slow
the pace in the second quarter, taking their
first lead (25-24) since the opening minute
of play on a putback by Jamey Gream
with 4:50 left before halftime.
Calloway controlled the boards earls
on, getting several baskets on secondchance points to keep the contest even in

•••

SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times
Laker forward Landon Lockhart (34)
skies over Paducah Tilghman's Eric
Hutcherson (12) for this shot attempt
during Monday's First Region Tournament action.
a see-saw affair.
Senior forward Wes Adams. who finished with a team-high 14 points, tipped
•See LAKERS,28
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No doubt who No. 1 seeds were
DUKE, UT,
UNC, UCoNN
ALL TABBED
AS TOP SEEDS
By DOUG FEINBERG
AP Sports Writer
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the Blue Dev ils
finished No I - the 2003-04
tinal poll I
Ittst to Minnesota in the regional finals
that season
Ro,a1 North Carolina. whigh
won the M.
onlerenge tournament. earned a No. I Seed
tor the third straight season
and will open Sunday against
Prairie View. The Tar Heels
are the top seed in the Dallas
regron.
"We expected to be la NO
I 1. We're excited to be play the

last

11111C

nig," North Carolina coach
Sylvia Hatchell said. "We got
a good draw, a whole lot better than last year.
"Hopefully we can keep our
momentum going from win
'ling the ACC tournament'
Tennessee most definitely
has the toughest draw in the
Dayton regional.
The defending champion
Maryland Terrapins are No. 2
in Dayton, while Big 12 champ
Oklahoma is No. 3 and Big
III power Ohio State is the
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-When (
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momentum alld helped us get
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thought that was the biggest plav
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Ear, lose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

fourth seed.
"This region is very, very
stacked, but am I surprised?
Absolutely not," Tennessee
coach Pat Summin said. "I'd
have been surprised if it hadn't been. There's a lot of great
teams obviously in our bracket, and yet there's no easy bracket in women's basketball these
days.Now those four teams, all
national title contenders, are
competing for that one Final
Four spot.

Pad Tilghman 22 10 09 23 -64
19 14 12 21 - 56
Calloway Co
Paducah Tilghman (24-7): Jones 17.
Perry 16 Hutcherson 12 McClure 5.
McKeel 5 Buchanan 4 Williams 3
Wrght 2
PG. 23,38 3-point FG: 3-8 !Jones
15-21
McKeel
FT:
Williamsi
Rebounds: 23 Fouls: 18
Calloway Co. (22-10): Adams 14
Berbench 10 Perry 10 Lockhart 9
Miller

7 Gream 6

FG: 21-54 3-pcant FG: 4 11 'Perry 2
Adams Miller' Fr to-is Rebounds:
22 Fouls: 15

Berl-witch finally broke a
Laker sconng drought that lasted nearly two minutes when
he hit a lay up with 28 seconds to go. But by then. it
Was (00 little WO late 10f Calloway. as Tilghman connected
on 7-01-8 free throws in the
final I 05 to preserve the lead
and the v'dory.
Despite the Laker,' difficulties on the offensive end of
the floor. Birdsong was not
unhappy with his team's shot
selection down the stretch.
"We took the same shots
we'd taken all game. We just
didn't hit them,- he said. "I
thought thcy got us out of control a little bit. We charged a
couple of times, and we missed
a couple of free throws late
when we had the lead. We just
stalled, and that was it."

interesting state tournament."
The tourney begins Wednesday afternoon when Louisville
Iroquois (29-2). the 6th Region
champion for the third straight
year, plays 14th Region victor
Breathitt County (25-5). Fifth
Region winner North Hardin
124-71, the other first-time entry
in -the. Sweet 16, meets 13th
Region champion Clay County
(28-5) that day.
Breathitt County coach Peggy
Moore said she didn't know
much about Iroquois. but admitted Lexington Catholic's loss
"kind of opens up the field.
"Who's the favorite? It's hard
to say." Moore said. "If I had
to pick a favorite. I'd pick Lexington Christian, but if we play
well and execute, we can play
with anybody in the state."
Lexington Christian coach
Jason Seamands led the boys'
team at Lexington Christian
five years before succeeding
Donna Murphy as the girls'
coach this season.

MSU golf
tied for
seventh
By MSU Media Relations
BIRMINGHAM,Ala.-The
Murray State men's folf team
fired rounds of 299 and 297
at the Samford Intercollegiate
on Monday at Limestone
Spnngs Golf Course.
The Racers' total of 596
placed them in a tie for seventh place with Western Illinois in the field of 17 teams.
Michael Craft lead the way
for MST! through the first 36
holes with rounds of 70-75=145.
Mitchell MovIre's rounds of 7870=148 placed him in 23rd.
while Kyle Landrum was in 49th
position after a pair of 78's.
Landrum had the Racers'
only eagle of the day and was
three-under for the first two
rounds on the par-five holes.
Mark Brant Joined Landrum
in 49th place after rounds of
82-74=156, and Jerry Price
placed 58th after scores of 7386=159.

Dr. Phillip Klepper

fiercely Jones 'Audiologist
Patricia !Clapper RN'Hearing Aid Specialist

e() p)Physician's Hearing Center
Medical Arts Budding Suite 304 E
tL)() South 8th Street • Murray. KY 42071
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12th Region Playoffs
Boyle Co 73 Pulaski Southwestern 60
Lincoln Co 40 West Jessamine 39
13th Region Playoffs
Corbin 66, Bell Co 64 OT
South Laurel 56. Cumberland 50
14th Region Playoffs
Hazard 64 Knott Co Central 54
June Buchanan 84 Breathitt Co 63
1616 Region Championship
Dion Co 85. Ashland Blazer 69

Art$4654

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Three members of the Calloway County girls basketball team were named to the
All- Tournament Team Saturday night, including Rachel Adams. Beth Ross and Kayla
Cunningham Other members included Paducah Tilghman's Jarobia Hill and Natalie
Shompen Graves County's Jessica Doran and Marshall County's Jessica Holder,
PrrissIP., ',Thorn and Alyssa Doom

I I II"s

5th Region Playoffs
°Wham Co 38, Anderson Co 32
Stmon Kenton 62, Gallatin Co 44
9th Region Playoffs
Car Catholic 72. highlands 62

Elemyrern 04.'1,1,1125 4 11

From Page 1B

\

Ilikindres boom
By This AssociaSad Proms
PREP BASKETBALL
BOYS BASKETBALL
lit Region Playoffs
Marshall Co 41St Mary 38
Paducah Tilghman 84, Calloway Co 56
id Region Playoffs
Christian Co 76, Madisonville-North
HoiSuns 59
Henderson Co. 79, Gaktwell Co 89
3rd Region Championship
Owensboro 44, Apollo 42
4th Region Playoffs
Greenwood 63, Carbon Go. Sti
Warren Central 80, Ruses. Co 46
5th Region Playoffs
AcIfilf Co 59, Bardstown 43
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
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753-6069
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•Ross
The determination
was
From Page 1B
Wear the same type of socks. passed along from one sister
Same jeans on Friday as on to another.
As an eighth-grader, Ross
Tuesday. Listen to Haley
McCuiston's iPod before every went to see her older sister
play in Bowling Green. She
regional game.
So, yes, the i-Pod is going realized Katie played defense
to Bowling Green. Oh, That's and emulated that same "gobecause the Lady Lakers did get-'em" attitude that translates
win the night following Ross's to team success.
"Everything I learned about
proclamation.
"What else you wamia basketball, I learned from Katie.
know?" Ross asks, implying that She was an awesome defensive player, and that's how I
there's more.
try
to play my game," Ross
Along with the iPod, Ross
and her teammates will be in said. "I'd much rather play
route Wednesday to Bowling defense than offense, and I'm
Green, as the Lady Lakers a guard."
Some of that "go-get-'em"
make a return trip to the
attitude
carried over to the classKHSAA Sweet 16 State Tournament for the first time since room, too. Ross has a 3.36
grade-point average and is
2003.
On Thursday, Calloway enrolled in Advanced PlaceCounty will play Montgomery ment government and calcuCounty in the nightcap at E.A. lus.
And perhaps Ross' determiDiddle Arena on the campus
of Western Kentucky Univer- nation has spread throughout the
sity. The game is scheduled to current Lady Lakers, because
there were plenty of times when
start at 8 p.m.
It's been a surreal year for it would have been easy for
Ross, who missed a week early Calloway to give up.
Nevermind the 12 losses on
in the season because of a spider bite. Then, in the latter the season. Look at the seven
half of the schedule, she was losses that came to First Region
named HonieconiIng'Queen'attic!''-opponents by as average tit
eventually honored on the All- 7.4 points each.
Then, there was the seasonTournament Team after the Lady
Lakers topped Marshall Coun- ending injury to Megan Starks,
ty 64-63 in double overtime who watched her teammates finish the season as she nursexl
on Saturday night.
Ross was unable to be out a torn ACL. And they wqt
on the floor when the final displaced temporarily when 'a
horn sounded because she new floor was laid down anti
fouled out with 1:41 to play other facility improvements
in the fourth quarter. But a lit- were made.
All along, Ross said hcr
tle faith helped the 5-foot-7
prayers,
kept her faith and jut
senior guard make the most
out of the rest of a nail-bit- knew. And other people coqtributed.
ing game.
"Shelby Webb really steppe:d
"After I fouled out, I was
pretty down. But I prayed the up her game, replacing her .01
whole time, and God got us the starting lineup. She got in
here and saw us through,' Ross there and produced for us," ROSS
said Saturday, moments after said of Starks' replacement
cutting down the championship "Karra Jones and Kayla Seavers,
neither one of those girls had
nets.
A piece of the net is usu- much varsity experience comally reserved for that one play- ing into this year. Everybody
er. But in a moment of "don't picked up their game."
And Ross's wish is that the
ask, don't tell," Ross cut down
Lady Lakers continue what they
two more pieces.
For inspiration. Or for those started.
"If we can do that and
that have inspired her the most.
Throughout her basketball everyone rallies around each
playing days. Ross has relied other, then we can take it all
on two people who have been the way. It has been a really
most influential in helping her good year. 1 love all of our
make the most out of her prep players," Ross said. "In previous years, we might have had
career.
She couldn't have picked two a little drama. but we're girls,
better sidekicks, either. Her sis- so you know. We really haven't
ter, Katie, and her aunt, Rose, had that this year. We all get
have been by her side through a long so well."
But the real question is: Can
thick and thin.
Katie was a member of the Calloway win in the first round
2002-03 team that graced Did- of the state tournament? Again.
dle Arena with its presence. That Ross isn't afraid to access the
state tournament trip four years situation.
"It's a very winnable game,"
ago was the Lady Lakers' first
since the 1979 team that includ- she admits. "As long as We
can hang with them, we can
ed Ross's aunt, Rose Elder.
Katie's playing days ended beat them."
when Calloway was knocked
of the Sweet 16 by Jackson
County. Even though Rose's
team lost to Oldham County
in 1979, she ended up playing at Texas Tech before coming back to coach a few seasons at Calloway. She now
teaches math at the high school.
Aunt Rose influenced both
Ross girls. All three ended up
playing guard for the Lady
Lakers.
"She definitely had a hand
in our abilities. She constantly worked with us in the gym,"
Ross said. "More than anything, my aunt Rose has just
been telling me to pot be happy
with a regional win -to know
that we can actually go in there
and win a game, not just be
happy to be there."
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All real estate advertised herein a subset to the Federal Fan
liousing Act whs.+ makes it illegal to advertise an preference, Imutation or dacninsaition bawd on race, coke, rebgun in handicap timbal status or national angst or
intention to make am such prelernum limitations or docnrrunanun
State laws forbid discnnunation in din sale, natal or adverlawn at real estate based on noon in addition to thaw pmlewd under federal law
knowingiv accept sny adverb* kr ten estate
which in nut in violation of the Inv AI penons an hereby
Wormed that all dwellings adsertind as available on an
equal opportunity kin
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements,
contact NM Counsel Rene P Wain
(703)648-1000.
Oa..1.1111••
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Cash Bahama at 1/1/11006

•-get-'em"
t the class.s a 3.36
and is
:d Placeid calcu-

$13,388

Cash Flows from Operating Activities:
Add'Rini Operating Revenues
Less Operation and Maintenance Expenses
Add Non-Cash Item Included in 0& M
Expense: Bad Debt Expense
Lees Taxes Other Than Income
Less Interest Expense
Increasel/Decreaae in Accounts Receivable
,IncreaseMecrease in All Other Current and Accrued Assets
Increase/(Decreasei in Accounts Payable
Increase/(Decrease) in All Other Current and Accrued Liabilities
Net Cash Flows from Operating Activities

$140,745
$1118,972)
63,3901
614,5001
$1,460
$8,835
1484
$14,662

Cash Flows from Investing Activities:
Cash Used to Purchase/Construct Plant
Other
Net Cash Flows from Investing Activities

.66,610)
66,610)

Cosh Flows from Financing Activities
Cash Received from Grants/Contributions
Cash Used for Principal Payments
Other
Net Cash Flows from Financing Activities

$1,850
$(13,000)
$1,657
$(9,493)

Net IncreaaeADecrease)in Cash

61,4411

Cash Balance at 12/3119006

$11,947

This statement is published pursuant to the requirements of MIS 65 070
Supporting documentation for this statement is located at:
South 641 Water District Board Membership
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Designated Meeting Date:
3rd Monday of Every Quarter S' 430 at the Law Office of Rick Jones
President/Chair: C. Max Parks
864 Pleasant Grove Rd., Hazel, KY. 42049; Telephone: 270-492-8616
Term Expires May 17, 2008
Treasurer- Nancy Mieure
P0 Box 55/310 Calloway Street, Hazel, KY 42049, Telephone. 270-492-6477
Term Expires May 28, 2007
Member Hillis Farris
7110 U.8. Hwy.641 8., 101631,11PY 49049; Telephone: 270-492-6303
Term Expires Jan. 18, 2008
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Murray Calloway County Hospital is currently
taking bids on digital recording equipment for the
hospital, childcare and long term care facilities
Interested parties should contact Pam Williams
at 270-762-1128, before 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday
March 21, 2007

Public Hearing
The Murray Calloway Transit Authority is
holding•public bearing concerning a 5308
Discretionst7 Grant of $1,74111,4101. This grant
I. designated for the construction of•new
Murray Calloway Transit Authority facility.
The public hewing will be held on April 16.
2007 at 81:00A14 at the Week Community
Center Board Room. This will be the time for
any public comments concerning the grant.
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PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission will hold • public hearing on Tuesday, March 20, 2007 at 500 p.m.
in the council chambers of City Hall located at 104
N. 5th Street to set the zoning for the proposed
annexation of piuw.riy located at 1641 %swell
Road West. The proposed zoning is R-2(single family residential). Said property is owned by Casey
Hines and Brenda Hines.
All interested persons are invited to attend and participate in this meeting.
If further information is needed, please contact the
Department of Planning and Engineering at 7620330
Richard Vanover, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission
Candace Dowdy
City Planner

Nolo
MARK YOUR
CALENDERS! Miss
Patti's Iron Kettle reopens Thursday March
15th. Country cookin
like it ought to be.
Fresh salad bar and
mouth
watering
desserts. Located in
downtown
Grand
Rivers KY.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
Pinatas
PATTI'S 1800's settlement is celebrating 30
years' Come try our
wonderful new daily
specials or our old
favorites. Open 7 days
a week from 10.30AM800PM. New merchandise arriving daily
in the Settlement gift
stores. Cat 888-7362515 for reservations

CI

lad Read

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission will hold•public
hearing on TUesday, March 20, 2007 at 5:00 p.m. in
the council chambers of City Hall on the proposed
rezoning of a portion of properties located to the west
N 16th Street from R-2 (Single Family
Residential) to R-4(Multi-Family Residential)
All interested persons are invited to attend and participate in this meeting.
further information is needed, please contact the
Spertment of Manning and Engineering at 762-0330

If

753-51142

FOUND: small long
haired yellow cat
Vicinity of Hickory
Grove
Community
753-6446
FOUND. young female
brown dog. White
chest/feet Vicinity of
Kirkridge Rd. Can be
picked up at Animal
Shelter

Richard Vanover, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission
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Used Cam
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Campers
BOINS & Hoare
Services Catered
Free Column
Tobacco

$8.25 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Pais Must Ran Within o Day Prruni
$3•35 • column inch extra for Monda ISho a • . Guide)
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$8.25 First Day - 20 words or lees
Over 20 words $,,,50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 1.11 per wor4 per day.
$3.35 extra for Shopper(Mon Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)
3.00 extra for blind box ads.
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GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
GALL 753-1916

SPECIALTY Ice
Creams now 0
Sandra D's- 94 E
2q1 1516
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West Kentucky Telephone—(Murray, Ky location)
seeks highly motivated individual as a Customer Service
Representative to sell and promote companies services to new and
existing customers. Applicant's duties also include trouble reporting
and dispatch.
.Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in Business or Technology or related
field preferred. High school diploma plus a minimum three year sales
or customer service experience required. Applicant should have computer skills including Microsoft office and other business related software. Ability to organize and prioritize multiple work assignments.
Company provides great work environment with competitive salary and
excellent benefit package. The employer does not discriminate on the
basis of race, color, religion, sex, age, national origin, or disability.
Pre-employment physical examinations, background and reference
checks will be required.
Applications for the position are available at the Kentucky Department
for Employment Services, 319 South 7th St., Mayfield, KY and will he
accepted there until March 15, 2007. Regular office hours at
Employment Services are 7:30 am. — 5:00 p.m. on Monday and
Tuesday, 7:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday and Thursday,
and 7:30-12:00 noon on Friday.

A child needs you,
81100rtle 8 foster parent, up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
FT Billing Cle0i with
coding experien&) and
LPN needed Par medical
office.
Send
resume with references
to PO Box 1040-E.
Murray. KY 47071

Program_pirector for Acute
Physical Rehabilitation Untt:
Administrative Director for a startup unt in
Murray, KY. Responsibilities include: staff
supervision; program development; quality
improvement; strategic planning; financial
management; market and referral development: physician relations; regulatory compliance; survey readiness. Candidates must
have 2-5 years of supervisory experience in a
health care setting. Acute rehab experience
preferred. Clinical background preferred.
Bachelor's degree required(master's preferred). Competitive compensation and
benefits. Submit resume to
whillDsignethealth.com or fax to
859-201-9774. No phone calls. EOE

West Kentucky Telephone is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
No phone calls please

NOW HIRING MANAGERS
Restaurant Experience Required

"COME JOIN A WINNING TEAM"
SUCCESSFUL MULTI-UNIT KFC FRANCHISE SEEKING ALL
POSITIONS.
Let us combine over 40 years of proven restaurant success with
your experience to make a new addition to our restaurant family.
Promotion from Within
Medical & Dental Plan
40IK

Paid Vacation
Must Pass Background Check
Drug Free Work Environment

Please apply in person:
KFC
205 N.12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

NURSING SUPERVISOR
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Nursing Supervisor. The Nursing Supervisor
assumes supervisory responsibilities in directing
the delivery of nursing and patient care activities
on a scheduled shift. This position is a member
of the Nursing Department management team
and interact with other members of the patient
care team.
Interested applicants must have demonstrated
leadership and supervisory skills and be able to
interact with physicians and other caregivers.
Must be a registered nurse licensed in Tennessee.
The shift is 7p to 7a.
We offer excellent benefits, a competitive salary
package. and a sign-on bonus. Interested candidates should send resume or apply in person.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris,TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
oppirtunay Employer

DIRECT SUPPORT
PROFESSIONAL
CAREERS AVAILABLE
flexible schedules, paid training, paid
breaks and lunches, vacation time and
benefits available. Full, part time and
salaried direct support professional positions available. Primary need for
overnight, weekend and Support
Coordination
(Degree
required).
Professional careers available in
Murray, Mayfield and Benton Areas.
Student
applicants
College
welcomed/encouraged. Seize the oppor-

$6.00-612.00 per hour
with opportunity for advancement
based on performance, experience
and education.
Call 270-527-9837
(Main Office in Renton) or
270-293-7835
(Murray/Mayfield Operations)

We Offer:
• Flexible Hours
• 401 K Plan
• Paid Vacation
• Health Insurance Available
• College Tuition-Aid Program
• Many opportunities for advancement
Pay based on experience.
Send applications to:
P.O. Box 7809, Paducah, KY 42002

**Sales Support/Billing/AR***

We have restaurants in the following states:
Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, & Kentucky

tunity to make a difference in the lives
of others everyday!

Candace Dowdy
City
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South 841 Water District Summary Financial Statement
For Period Beginning 111/2006 and Ending 1631/2006
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Murray Leaser & Tleme Fair Himadas Act Notice
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NURSING position
available at the Allergy
& Asthma Clinic of
West Kentucky. 33-35
hours per week,
Monday thru Thursday.
Send resume to 2957
US Hwy 641 North
Murray, KY 42071 or
you may fax to
(270)759-1215. Please
include at least two
references.

Must be eager to learn, have strong work
ethic 8z enjoy providing excellent service to clients. Knowledge of Excel and
Word required. Full time with health
benefits. 8AM-5PM. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1249, Murray. KY 42071 or
open_job yahoo.com
060

161
Neap Mend

COL Class A Drive
wanting dump truck
dnving job or semi
truck willing to be out 1
to 3 days. 3 years
dump truck, 2 years
semi drivers aspenence preferred.
270-978-0846

CERTIFIED NURSE
ASSISTANTS
Henry County Healthcare Center is seeking CNAs
for our skilled and long term care facility. The
positions are fulltime and pan-time with flexible
schedules available. Interested candidates must be
certified by the State of Tennessee.
We provide a sign-on bonus and an excellent benefit and salary package including health, vision,
dental, and retirement. Interested candidates
should send a resume or apply in person.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowen@banc-tn.org

NNp184111•4
Attention Installers
Commercial
Floorcovering contractor seeking experienced Installers for
small and large scale
projects. Needs knowledge of carpet and
resilient installations.
Some travel may be
required. Must have
proof of insurance and
workers comp. Contact
Bill Wyatt at (270)6082656 or Rod Vonbusch
at(502)647-9803 OR
(502)594-6702

Lcupais
Now hiring
smiling faces
for all shifts.
Apply in person
at Wendy's

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webPage at
murrayledger.com.
you will be redirected
to tobnetwork.cont
By default.
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the tobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
DO you love workkig
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time positions available.
Apply at
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
FULL and part time
machine operators of
commercial mail processing equipment.
Openings for 1st and
2nd shifts. Benefits
available. Join the
team of a growing
company that was
awarded the Mid-Sized
Business of the Year.
Apply in person at
Automated Direct Mail,
1410 N. 12th St,
Murray, KY
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6:00PM.
IRRIGATION Installer
Transportation, references a must. 4354776
NATIONAL Property
Management
Company is seeking a
strong candidate for a
Full tim'e leasing position. Candidate must
be comfortable using
standard business systems and possess
strong communication
skills. Prefer experience but willing to
train. Drug Free
Workplace'
Background
Screening Benefits'
Equal Opportunity
Employer Fax
resumes to
270 759-3005.
NOW hiring servers,
hosts/hostesses,
bussers, kitchen prep.
Apply in person HRH
Dumplins, 305 S. 12th
St.
PERMANENT work
Friday. Saturday,
Sunday. Mechanically
inclined a plus. Great
for retiree. Cell
227-5662

F,qual Opportunity Employer

CLINICAL PHARMACIST
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Clinical Pharmacist. The Clinical Pharmacist is
responsible for the safe and effective distribution
of medication and the daily monitoring of patient
therapy. Must be able to provide clinical drug
information to physicians. patients, and other
health care professionals.
Interested candidates must be licensed in
Tennessee and have a BS or Mann D degree.
Must possess the ability to communicate information with poise and effectiveness on both a
common and professional level. Prefer candidates with a minimum of I year hospital
Pharmacy experience.
We provide an excellent benefit and salary package including health, vision, dental, and retirement. Interested candidates should send a
resume or apply in person.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris,TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowen@hcmc-to.org
Equal Opportunity Employer

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS
NEEDED
04/10/07 to 01/15/08
$8 65/hour. 75% of total contract hours will be
guaranteed. Work tools, supplies & equip. provided at no cost. Free housing provided to
workers outside local commuting area.
Transportation & subsistence expenses provided to non-resident workers at 50% of contract
completion. Contact your local job service
office. Kelly Farms - Murray. KY 40236231

Temporary Farm Norkers
Needed For Murdock Farm
Calloway Co., KY
Employment from 4/8/07 through 1/15/08
Pay rate is $8.65 per hour. Employees guaranteed
3/4 of contract hours. Tools and equipment provided at no cost Housing provided to workers beyond
commuting area at no cost. Transportation and subsistence expenses reimbursed to workers at completion of 50% of contract if applicable No expieducation required. AU applicants should apply at their
Local State Workforce Agency JOB AY0236545

- •rat'.,.:
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4H • I uesday. %larch 13, 2007

Callowo Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
• Murray, KY 4207 1
270-753-8556
"IDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
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EXCEPTIONAL horn.
Canterbury
area
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56x28 Doublewide
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Whippoorwill Circle
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A Setter Quicker

Computer Fixer
DU CAN CREEK
T MN LOGY
(270)409-2006
wwvrAltmek.rese
We do networks too.
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locations available
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR apartments avail
able Great location

year lease 1 ntont1
•jegjosit no pets
753-2905
2BR duplex mce
C A appeances fur
nishefi various locators Colem.an RE
:BR lonles

I

1495 16x80: 3BR 2BA
Must
he
moved
$'
r.998

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
Size Units
Available
.Now Have
Climate Control
*All

753-3553

Ws), 1211 across from
National riturd Armory

270-75
1 9-5355
.18c RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Nov. rinting
L44, 41101 .11 -2,, 's 4th St

MURRAY Store and
ck presently t,a,,

'53-9898

$050 435-4305

110(;(;ESS
STOR %GE

1 & 2 bdr apts No pets
Leave a message 270-

753-4937
1E3E3 near MSC other

NITH 46- big screen
' wttf. huge custom
"10„rir order/al
,

NOW OPEN:

Apeintants For Rent

home, stove and refrigerator. $225
Depost lease no pets
8-5
Monday -Friday

753-8501

A&E Warehousing
Near MSU S20-50
753-7668

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

ances. $740
2BR country apart
ment, stove and refrtg
erator $250
mobile
28R small

Wit pay cash
for good used
furniture

•
•

$110 per month Newer
homes only 492-8488

pets
deposit
No
References required
75-0632 after 5
1BR apartment with all
appliances. $325
4BR duplex all awl,

RIMS USED
FURNITURE

• 4v

Mobilo Horne Lots For Ilurt

753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200 nri•
753-4109
1BR IBA 1-12 blocks
from MSU $195 plus

LARGE
SELECTION

Want to Buy

•

SMALL 2BR 8 miles
north
plus
$235
deposit No pets 753
8582 22' 1935

,. HAM rtit'M

759 3556

Call Today!
753-8668.
SOUTHWOOD and
Story Avenue duplexes. Call 767-9948

Siorapallantais

MiNOL TA DI 2011 lug
td°

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit

UNFURNISHED 1 -BR,
close lo campus, ideal
12X65 1970 Jetliner
For one person, no
Recently remodeled
pets. available January.
with pole, gas tank,
3rd 753-5980
porches & underpinning 474 2744
UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts is now accepting
AWESOME 48R, 2BA applications for 1 & 2
Doublewide with island BR rental assisted
in kitchen A. deluxe apartments M-W-TH
appliance package', 8-2 30 1,-'34 Campbell
731-584-4926
St 759-2282 Hearing
Impaired only 1-800BEAUTIFUL
3BR,
Equal
648-6056
2BA with fireplace,
Housing Opportunity
walnut cabinets & black
appliancesw Call
731-584-9430 For an
appointment,
2BR lake front property
RENT or Rent to Owns
with deep water dock
31311 1 5 BA 14'x70
$750 month 759-9046
436-5258
$425 00 mo.deposit
All appliances includ- 38R foreclosure Buy
ed
For only $24,900 For
270-761 HOME
listings 800-560-1951
www creativeproperly
ext S021
corn
solvers
3BR only $341 month
WOW!! 3BR, 2BA with 5', down 20 years at
huge great room & 8', APR For listings
wrap around porch", 800-560-1951 Ext
S891
Must see,"

$15 000
2701437-3034

Ultra power
ittair Almost new' We
naye other mobil,
Iv power chairs and
stock at
sioriters
reas,,nable
vices
$, 000
1$4t II
Jr 1

We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD X1-800-648-6056

1302-A

ValiCyw:' 0
$400
month 759•9920 or
293 446
2EIR near MSU CFI A
appliances Coleman
RE 753 9898
LIKE new 1BR apt all
appliances Brooklyn
Dr 270-435 4382 or
leave message

LIVE Oali Apts.
Newry Remodeled
'BR $29000
2BR $340 00
,3BR $425 0(1
$100 deposit special
tor qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon -Fri
Call today for appoint
ment

7S3-8221
NEWER
1BR IBA
close In university All
appliances including
*18 $325
(2701556-8021

units available
.753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•mside inmate control
storage
•Securify alarmed
•Sate & clean
-We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Stubblefield
Storage
97 Crossland Rd
Now Renting
Sx10 & 10X10
(170)193-7116

BUILDING For Sale
2297 State Route 94
East 1 I 2 miles from
downtown
• 2 588
square feet 4133 acre
4_4 Formerly Red Oaks
Bridles to Bntche,s Call
753-5856 cell

DOG Obedience
436-2858
SHIH-TZU
puppies,
AKC, first shots 8
wormed
$300-350
270-251-0310
TRICOLORED Jack
Russell pups, 5 weeks
old Full blooded/No
papers $80 270-7520010 270-493-6022

45 Angus, Balancer
and Gelbvieh bulls sell
ing March 20, 6 15PM
at MSU Expo Center
For info or catalogs
call 270-556-4259
TEAM covered wager
$2,500 People hauler
$3,000 Call
1270)492-8575 after
6pm, ask for Dale

YARD SALE
Campbell
Realty, corner
of 12th & Olive
Sat., March 17
7AM-?
rain or shine

High

market
office
etc
Good rental property
'31.24' '-Cl'

Prop For aunt
OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905
293.148iD
PRIME retail-commercial space in Murray
Either 3650 or 1825
sq ft 2'0-331-8782

CHOCOLATE Lab pup
pies AKC born 2/3/07
Blocky and hew claws
Kellogg
removed
bloodline
$250
Mayfield. KY
270-247 7020

$229,500 Call
(270)217-4265

SELI. 01.14
PROPERTY
AT .% CHO\
753-5086
(270)527-2031

All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes a illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or chscnmination based
on race, color religion_
sex, or national origin
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination_ This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
tr violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
Ibis newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis

111. 01 1 Iliti sl s
.%ity Local'
%ITN l'ontlil•
'ash or lertn,
761-110NIE
466.4i

COVERED boat dock
30x36 wired lockers
room for 2 boats 5
years old Cypress Bay
area 731-232-8244

1 to 300 acres Wes
Owne
Calloway
financing
489-2116
leave message
11 75 acres. aprrox 3
miles west of Hardin
875 000
(270)252-1663
I have buyers for hunting land
Call Larry Newton
Campbell Realty
12701978-1172

—OWNER
Financing***
No credit check 2BR

38R, IBA, beautiful
lot, short walk to campus $74,000
(618)925-0140 or

12701527-5645
For Sale By Owner
96 Coles Campground
Rd 38R. Living Room.
Dining Room. Den,
2BA, Office, Large
Workshop/Garage.
HeatiAir,
Central
Woodstove on 1 Acre.
$117,000 (Firm), Call
615-804-7444 (Open
House
Planned
Saturday, March 17th.

9AM- I PM ) Realtors
welcome

remodeling & all electn
cal needs. Licensed &
insured 978-2758

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 noun senesce
Res., Cum., & lnd
Licensed & Insured
All _lobs - big or small

C a C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
roofing.
additions,
decks, floor repair &
covenngs, siding.
"FREE ESTIMATES"
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson0wk.net

753-9562

Calloway
Trash Service

MILLS & SON

III AUTOMATED BILLING
III CONTAINERS AWOL
•RATES STARTING AT

$1$4,40
761-3740 393-4045

270-227-6160
OPEN House, March
18,
2-4PM,
2006
Drive
Melrose
Exceptional
home
Campbell
Estates
Approximately 3,650
sq ft 4BR, 3 SBA. 3 car
garage. Come see for
yourself 759-3941 or
293-4329
READY to move in
new construction
under $200,000, 3 bar,
2 bath, covered front
porch, great neighborhood_ We have other
properties also, call
oday 293-0139

2002 Yamaha 650 Vstar classic. white/light
gray 6,500 miles,
windshield, bags, extra
chrome $4,900
(270)252-1663
2002 Yamaha 650 VStar Custom, 7,500
miles, windshield, bars,
bags, purple, $3.500
1999 Honda Shadow
Ace 11.000 miles, lots
ol extras, lots of
chrome. $3.500 270354-6240 after 6:00PM

2001 Ford Escape
player
6cyl
CD
remote entry. Only
54.000 miles 89.500
OBO Call 978-1973

Used Can

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, etc. Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
Out garages, gutters
)unk & tree work.
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair, tune-up specials. 436-2867
A 1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044

Excellent Condition.
One Owner. 32 000
miles, All Leather,
DVD, 3rd Row Seating
Loaded Call 270-2936565
2004 Ford Mustang
V6, 27 mpg, 13,500
miles, 40th Anniversary
Edition Burgundy with
silver stripes, automatic Power everything
812,500 227-0813
LE
Camry
2002
55,000 miles 4 cylinder automatic, very
condition,
good
$11,000 OBO 7591600 ext 118

COLLEGE student
looking for yards to
mow 10+ years expenence, references
available Call Patrick
841-2952

Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors termite
& water damage Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

OR

%sphali Paving &
Se:deo:16m!
Comm.& Res.
licensed S. Insured,
TRAVIS ASPHALT
270-753-2279
ASPHALT
paving,
sealcoating. mainteMitchell
nance
Brothers Paving
759-0501 or 753-1537
METAL installed on
houses and barns
N
Contact Darrin
phone 270-752-0414
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING

white
436-2113

Dozer work & Track
hoe

Campers
FOR rent
campe
hookups water sewer
electnc
For sale 3211 camper
sleeps 6 53,750 270436-6280
2002 Jayco Camper
lay flight series A12961-i, excellent condition queen size bed. 3
bunk beds. 89,500
Call 753-8055 day.
753-9384 evening

2004 2511 Odyssey
Lextra II tritoon 5 7
Mercruiser load Less
than 80 hours, brand
new, beige:burgundy
435-4050 after 6 OOPM

2000 Lowe 1765 90
Evinrude
2 Eagle
graphs Tite-Lok spider
rig system ready for
water, good condition
293-5215 or 293-0234

LAM
I AWN SERVICIF
landscaping. Tree n.
shrub trimming
s,itlyilar bon guaranteed
( all 7.1-1816
or 227 41401

GRAY'S Painting
Interior/Exterior,
Pressure cleaning
Seniors discount,
References
(270)227-3161

• v.t-ok', & iiecial pickups
• locall). owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS
dsl
Sniall
& yard work.
Senior friendly.

S'I'OCKDALE

I. k\DSCAPIM;
& IREF F.-1101
1)i0. 4.S111111.101..Rs
Ilion ossiin,

For all your lassn and
landscape needs.

293-6369
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning

KEIL LSIINI tits
.2.7111293-ii4 ;;
isfinct mpressions
Ceramic and Stone
Tile Installation
Hardwood & LaTIllate
Flooring Installed
Bathroom Remodeling
Quality work law prices

437-31 32
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd Jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs
decks
293-5438

Doan Electrical
Services
II II
767-0433 • 350-0954
work.
YARD
Reasonable rates Call
Terry at 759-1811 or
293-1745

; %I.LOVIAY
ER\ ICE
..iming Please aIl

1,1 Lin estiniaiL

753-8682
tell: 227-0726

Horoscope

BIRTHDAY
for
HAPPY
Wednesday, March 14,.2007:
Often. you might be overwhelmed by the enormity of a
task or getting a specific job
done. New beginnings are possible professionally if you are
willing to revamp or go back to
school. Fatigue mixes with high
energy. You might like to jump
and take risks. Be willing to
'84 Chrysler LeBaron
accept different ways and new
4dr new CV axles
technology. If you are single,
good tires 8 brakes
Just tuned $950 270- network and spread your horizons. Remain optimistic no mat436-5747 before noon
ter what, A special someone is
out there just for you. Trust that
Used Trude
tact. If you are attached, your
relationship will grow through
Chevrole
2003
affirming your mutual goals
Silverado Z71, 4WD
5 3 V8. loaded, 42,850 Entertain and do more together.
CAPRICORN is more than a
miles $17.500 firm
fair-weather friend.
270-759-4188
510

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

753-4344 • 22-5644

ALL CARPENTRY

ROY HILL
2005 FORD
%91av.Pi.
FKRIIIII.YL*tame"— koPui..*40-9rock

IBA $5.000 down,
1 758
$595 month
Radio Rd . Almo Call
Ruthie 270-753-1011

3BR only $341 month
5% down 20 years at
8% APR For listings
800-560-1951 Ext
S835

1 Stop Construction

New homes, add-ons,

Pressure Washing

Red Cross

COMMERCIAL building tor sale Large lot.
great location

FORECLOSURE! 38R
only $24900 For listings 800-560-1951 ext
S020
FSBO
4 BR, 2.5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183 759-1506
FSBO- 3bd. 2-1/2
bath, 2,940 sq-ft. 2'
car garage, great
neighborhood. Priced
below appraisal

all proceeds go to

293-7127

traffic on 641 Highway
rn Purvear 4.000 sq ft
divided trio three sections Great area for
restaurant retail flea

iliR

rass For Ssis

Fallon

1BR $325
2BR $375

"'OWNER
Financing"'

GINGULAR cell

"EAt4Di4i 3.,dreur

p

dou
2/3A.
$695
Lane

—OWNER
Financing"'

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

iNfall

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroorn Apts

**OWNER
Financing***
model
Late
blewide. 3811
$5,000 down,
month 193 Seth
Call 753-101 1

Illa

Murray Ledger & Times

"since 1971'
•Carpets •Upholstery

-Emergency Water
Removal •Ouick
Drying
Free Estimates

753-5827
MOWING & cleaning
yards
761-4630

PAVTON
LAWN CARE
I us n moss tug. ICRI11/111,:
shrub trimming. light
haekhoe work. tilling ,s
270-436-5507
We

Pick Up 0),

most scrap washers,
dryers, wire, & scrap
metal for it.
P•ter,thr

C,"•t,r, if ter,'t

' CALL 227 2864
YARD mowing starting
in the city at $15 a
yard. 270-705-3555
POOR lawn service?
Call me, Accepting new
customers for 2007
Lawns will be mainowner.
tained
by
Professional training
18 years experience.
results
Professional
guaranteed
David
761-4700. 436-5085

by 111C1111011118 Mar
might be a little taken aback by
the sudden flow of activity Yes,

you will want to Join in. Listen to
your instincts. You will fare very
well. Trust.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
****
Use
that
innate
resourcefulness that Virgo is
known for. You, as a sign, reflect
not only the fertility of crops but
of the mind, if you so choose.
Emphasize productivity and getting the Job done. Remain confident.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Coming from a basic, fundamental spot helps you discern
what is viable in different situations Review a matter with an
eye to solutions A brainstorming
situation draws multiple results.
Let your energy flourish.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Examine what you can
do as opposed to what is not
possible. Be realistic and don't
get your ego involved. You might
The Stars Show the Kind of
be quite challenged to see life
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic. from a different perspective
4-Positive, 3-Average, 2-So-so. Enjoy the moment, especially in
I -Difficult
a fun, verbal exchange.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Use a strong hand when
**** Take a deep breath and dealing with your finances. You
a moment to think before you can and will say "no" if you need
accept an invitation or new to Know that you simply need to
responsibility. Excess marks accept circumstances as they
your life and actions. Think posi- are Go with the flow as the day
tively, yet fully understand your gets later. Don't fight ringing
limits. You might be surpnsed at phones Talk'
the outcome
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Use the morning and
***** Reach out for others. early hours to maximize a goal
Listen to what you are heanng and long-term decision You
around you. Follow through on a could discover your interference
hunch to back it up with hard functions like magic for many
facts. You might want to find an You are getting somewhere fast
expert or two on your way What Stay on course
is sure is that you are breaking
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
into a brave, new world
*** Take your time until you
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
feel the moment is right, and it
***** Working with one per- will be if you give it time. As dusk
son has clear advantages. Step appears, you are in full bloom
forward and make what you want ready to handle it all. Let everyhappen. Consider options that thing happen as it should Show
others present. If you are willing greater trust.
to veer and walk the untradition- PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
al path, you will like the end ***** Remember to use your
results
energy well Deal with the public
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
in the early hours Hold up a mir***** Touch base with many ror and examine your motives in
others and examine what might the later hours. This process will
be a recumng theme Perhaps help you make solid decisions.
you might not see it Try,
because understanding a trend BORN TODAY
could help you deal with events. Comedian Billy Crystal (1947)
•••
An intimate talk opens doors
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
**** Get the lob done quickly Internet at http://www.jacqueand efficiently, because you linebigar.com.

•
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IS years ago
Ed Pavhck, Calloway County
Enhanced 911 coordinator, said
he doesn't know when the service will be ready to go online,
but doesn't think residents will
have to wait too much longer.
Murray High School Lady
Tigers won 30-29 over Marshall
County Lakers for the championship of the First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament.
High team scorers were kanne
Maddox for Murray and Redden
for Marshall.
Molly Ross presented a program of ballads while accompanying herself on the autoharp at
a meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
20 years age
The Murray Rotary Club has
established a scholarship program
at Murray State University in
honor of the school's founder, the
late Dr. Rainey T. Wells.
In the First Regional High
School Boys Basketball Tournament, Calloway County Lakers
won 45-43 in ovenime over Hickman County Falcons and Graves
County Eagles won 60-465 over
Lone Oak Purple Flash. High team
scorer for Calloway was Corey
Wells.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Mickey McKeel,
Feb. 17; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
John Patrick Leach, March 2: a
girl to Donna and Richard Gallimore. a girl to Norita and Kent
Youngblood and a boy to Teresa
and Gary Dick. March 10.
30 years ago
Another of Murray State University's earliest buildings will be
razed. It is the 49-year-old coalburning heating plant which will
be razed to make room for the
modern 55.5 million facility. The
building was started in 1927 and
was put into service in 1928 with
the cost of the building being

about $6,000.
In the First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament,
Murray Tigers won 75-73 over
Lone Oak Purple Flash and nighman Tornado won 68-65 over
Symsonia Rough Riders. High
scorer for Murray was Brett Harcourt.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Rogers.
Feb. I.
IS years ago
Over 8,500 licenses for automobiles have been sold this year
in Calloway County, according to
County Clerk Douglas Shoemaker.
Announcement has been made
that the highway from Ky. 94
West to Ky. 121 North, has been
marked as Ky. 1660. This is a
much traveled highway going to
Murray State University and Calloway County High School.
In the First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament,
Hickman County Falcons won 7773 over North Marshall Jets and
Tilghman Tornado won 62-51 over
Heath Pirates.

50 years ago
T.C. Arnett, former superintendent of Calloway County
Schools and at present agriculture teacher at Sedalia High School,
has been named as superintendent of Graves County Schools.
Mrs. Newman Ernstberger and
Mrs. Stafford Curd presented a
lesson on "Slipcovers" at a meeting of the Dexter Homemakers
Club held at the home of Mrs.
Jeff Edwards.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. H.L. Riley. a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey On, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Lockhart,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. lvon Thurmond, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Merritt Marine and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Bud l Hopkins.

Todaylnllistory
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crap
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. March 13,
the 72nd day of 2007. There are
293 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 13. 1925, a law
went into effect in Tennessee prohibiting the teaching of the theory of evolution.
On this date:
In 1781, the planet Uranus was
discovered by Sir William Herschel.
In 1884,Congress adopted EastEt A.Et V

et

ern Standard Time for the District of Columbia.
In 1901. the 23rd president of
the United States, Benjamin Harrison, died in Indianapolis.
In 1933, banks.began to reopen
after a "holiday" declared by President Roosevelt.
In 1964, bar manager Catherine "Kitty" Genovese, 28, was
stabbed to death near her New
York City home; the case generated controversy over charges that
Genovese's neighbors had failed

SCI0
-

COMICS/FEAVAM
Woman will never be Greek
enough for fiance's family
DEAR ABBY: After read- words. If at 35 he is celebrating the letter from "Hurting ing holidays without her and
in New York" (Jan. 17), I ran hiding her from his family, it
to my computer. Unless she won't stop. She will never be
breaks off her relationship with accepted into the family, nor
"Pan," you'll be hearing from will any children they have
her again in about 10 years.
together. She'll be better off
I married a Greek man without him. — IRISH AGAIN
whose fam- IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
ily
never
DEAR IRISH AGAIN: I
accepted hope "Hurting' will take your
me. Being (and my) advice to heart. And
young and thank you for sharing your
naive, I tried experience, which I am sure
everything was painful. However, the kind
to fit in,con- of cliquishness you have
verting from described can happen in any
Catholicism group that tends to be 'clanDear Abby to the Greek nish," as my readers pointed
Orthodox out. Read on:
faith,
attendDEAR ABBY: You were
By Abigail
ing all fam- right on the money with your
Van Buren
ily
func- advice to "move on." I was
tions, including them in our married to a "Brit" for more
lives. It was never enough.
than a decade, and experienced
My husband and I traveled the same treatment from my
to Crete with his family to former in-laws that she is facvisit his relatives there, and ing. I thought things would
some extended family mem- improve after our wedding, then
bers refused to share the din- once we had been married
ner table with me because I "awhile," etc. Needless to say,
was not Greek. One of those it never improved. Literally
family members was a priest! until the day I left, I was
Our daughter, "Athena," was treated like an outsider, and
born four years later. What my husband never once took
broke the camel's back for me a stance to protect me or even
was a Christmas dinner when acknowledge the problem.
she was 6. My father-in-law
I know many other couples
gave cards with $100 to all of differing nationalities, and
the grandchildren of Greek her- I know this is the exception,
itage. Athena received nothing not the rule. But I sure hope
and cried for hours wanting she takes your good advice,
to know why her grandfather because she'll have years of
didn't love her. My husband disappointment and heartbreak
just tried to stay neutral.
ahead if,ehe doesn't. -- BEEN
Please tell 'Hurting" that THERE IN TEXAS
Pan's actions speak louder than
DEAR ABBY: I met my
Armenian-American husband
when I was 22 and he was
32. I thought, "What a nice
to respond to her cries for help.
guy; why isn't he married?" I
In 1969. the Apollo 9 astrosoon found out why. He had
nauts splashed down, ending a
very strong ties to his parents
mission that included the successand siblings. They did not take
ful testing of the Lunar Module.
to me at all. I have been
In 1980, Ford Motor Co. Chairsnubbed and insulted repeatman Henry Ford II announced he
edly.
was stepping down.
I married him anyway, and
In 1980. a jury in Winamac,
it was been 25 long years. He
Ind., found Ford Motor Co. innois still tied to 'Mommy," and
cent of reckless homicide in the
it's sickening. My advice to
fiery deaths of three young women
riding in a Ford Pinto.
"Hurting" is to run and keep
on running. Don't marry someone because you pity him. I
did, and my compassion has
gotten me nothing but verbal
abuse from my husband and
stoniness from his family. -STILL HERE, WISH I WAS..
NT

uar

ABBY: I'm a Greek
woman, and your advice about
"Pan" was right on. Pan is
hiding her because she's not
good enough for his family
and never will be because she's
not Greek. Shallow? Perhaps,
but it's normal behavior for a
traditional Greek family.
My mother was three-fourths
Greek and was treated horribly her entire married life by
my father's family. The movie
"My Big Fat Greek Wedding'
was not a romantic comedy;
it was a documentary! Pan's
family will always come first.
-- KNOWS ONLY TOO WELL
IN CALIFORNIA
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38 Guitar pail
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Vinegar cures
insomnia
DEAR DR. GOTT: About Even providing a social worktwo years ago, I started having er who could coordinate and
difficulty sleeping. I could bare- find services that the middle
ly get two hours of sleep each class could afford would be a
night.
start. I would like to see this
My doctor put me on a mild addressed in your column and
anti-depressant medication and also by our government offigave
me cials.
some sleepDEAR READER: I cannot
ing PIP. I specifically answer your queswas afraid to tion because the payment for
continue the home health services varies from
sleeping pills state to state. Most communifor fear of ties have a Visiting Nurse Assothem becom- ciation that can supply nursing
ing
an care, free in-home volunteers,
uncontrol- hospice treatment for palliative
lable habit.
care, social service input and
Dr. Gott
Someone help with methods to reduce or
told me to waive the costs of prescription
take I table- medications, among other servBy
of ices.
Or. Peter Gott spoon
apple cider
Check with your local VNA.
vinegar in 8 ounces of water You may be surprised at the
just before going to bed. It real- extent these organizations can
ly works. I go to sleep readily assist the needy. In many
and sleep much longer. Now, Instances, the VNAs perform
my question to you is, does the astonishing levels of home care
vinegar have a negative effect because their staffs are comon my body or body parts?
posed of truly dedicated profesDEAR READER: I have sionals. I cannot credit them
never heard of apple vinegar as enough, and I thank them heartia treatment for insomnia. How- ly for serving every elderly
ever. this doesn't mean that it patient that I have referred to
isn't effective and, as I am sure them.
you have discovered, it is safe,
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
cheap and free of side effects read on numerous occasions the
— my criteria for a successful benefits some people experience
alternative therapy. Continue with by drinking grape juice mixed
the vinegar treatment. I wel- with Certo. My question to you
come letters from other readers is, will taking Certo over an
who have tried it.
extended period of time affect
To give you related informa- other medical problems? For
tion. I am sending you a copy instance, will it affect people
of
my
Health
Report taking blood thinners or thick"Sleep/Wake Disorders."
eners?
DEAR DR. GOTT: There
DEAR READER: To my
are services available for peo- knowledge, pectin (Certo), a
ple with low incomes, such as harmless product used in the
Senior Services, but not for the making of jams and jellies, will
wealthy, who can afford to pay not cause (or adversely affect)
$20 to $30 an hour for home a person's health and will not
health care. What services are interfere with the action of antithere for middle-income people? coagulant drugs.

ContractBridge
Forewarned Is Forearmed
West dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
•Q 5
K J9
•AKQ2
•K Q 7 3
WEST
EAST
•
•AK 108
1110 7 6 5 2
118 3
•J 8 6 3
•10 7 4
*J 10 9 5
*A 8 4 2
SOUTH
•J 9 76 4 3 2
IF A Q 4
•9 5
*6
The bidding:
West
North East
South
Pass
1•
Pass
1•
Pass
3 NT
Pass
4•
Opening lead —jack of clubs.
Many players seem to regard the
trump coup as beyond their capabilities, but there is really no good reason for this. In most cases where the
coup can be utilized, declarer learns
fairly early in the play that the
trumps are stacked against him, and
all he has to do is to take a few basic
steps to overcome the bed break.
Here is a typical case. West leads
a club against four spades, and East
takes dummy's queen with the ace

and returns a club. Declarer has no
need for a discard and also wants to
initiate the trumps by leading one
from his hand, so he ruffs the club.
When he sext plays a low spade
to the queen and West shows out,
South must find a way to limit Ernst
to two trump tricks. The only way
this can be done is by means of a
trump coup.
So vibes East takes the queue of
spades with the king and returns a
club, South ruffs. l'his is in accordance with the basic principle that to
execute a trump coup, you must
reduce your own trurnp length to that
of your opponent.
Declarer then leads a low heart to
the jack and returns a trump. Let's
say East takes the ace — his play
doesn't really matter
returns
still another club.
Aside South ruffs. This reduces
his trump holding to the 3-9, which
are comfortably ensconced 0% CT

--and

Eases 10-8.

The coup is now ready to be executed. South overtakes the queen of
hearts with dummy's king and cashes
the A-K-Q of diamonds, discarding
his ace of hearts. Dummy's last two
cards are a heart and a diamond, and
when declarer leads one of them,
Fast's

trumps are couped.

Tomorrow: The slam-doubling convention.
cape7 AIng Futures S'nchcale In,
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10 Poet's always
11 CPA forte
16 Stingy refusal
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20 Heros' tales
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